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Marshall resignation puts pressure on Bush

INSIDE:

"He wants to do it very fast," White House spokesman Angeles.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The retirement of the Supreme
Tracked down by reporters at his home, Marshall displayed
Marlin
Fitzwater said today. "We'd like to have hearings so
Court's first and only black justice, Thurgood Marshall, puts
pressure on President Bush to name a minority to the court, that we can have a nsimince on the bench before the fall ses- some of his gruff wit. Asked what he would do in retirement,
he said, "Mind my own business." Asked what is the court's
sion starts."
members of Congress and others say.
most important task, he replied, — Get along without me."
said,
Fitzwater
justice,
Bush
Asked
if
name
black
a
more
would
will
be
certainly
court
is
the
Whoever
selected,,
Marshall's 50-year career brought him from the legal rough
"We're inclined to name the best person we can find.... The
conservative.
one
and
any
tumble of the courtrooms of the segregated South —
assign
can't
you
nine
Court
is
and
Supreme
court's
people
Marshall, an undaunted civil rights advocate and the
leading liberal, announced his retirement Thursday, citing his seat to any group of Americans. They represent all where he argued the cause of civil rights fervently — to the
decorum of the nation's highest court.
Americans."
"advancing age and medical condition." He is 82.
be
to
expected
Over his 24 years as a justice, Marshall championed indiviwere
Black,
deep
female
judges
and
Hispanic
"with
resignation
Marshall's
Bush today accepted
dual rights and the abolition of the death penalty. He has been
regret" and said his "great career on the Supreme Court will given strong consideration.
Early speculation centered on: Clarence Thomas, a conser- a staunch defender of the court's 1973 decision that legalized
... be long remembered."
Bush promised to "move very swiftly" to name a replace- vative federal appeals court judge in Washington who once abortion.
Marshall had contended he never would retire. But earlier
ment, but gave no clue as to who might be considered other chaired the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission;
New
in
judge
court
this
year, he said he would leave when his wife or doctor told
appeals
black
a
federal
Amalya
Ke'arse,
the
of
the
in
Constitution
than "somebody who believes
United States, somebody who will be able to serve for a York City; Ricardo Hinojosa, a federal trial judge in Texas; him it was time.
and Ferdinand Fernandez, a federal appeals court judge in Los
The time came five days before his 83rd birthday.
while.

Anhydrous ammonia
spill near Almo kills
some crops and
foliage, but no injuries
reported.
Page 12

SPORTS:
Royalty may get teed
off by the list of this
weekend's Kings and
Queens golf tournament at the Murray
Country Club.
Page 10
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CCFR responds
to two calls
Friday morning

Fisher-Price sets
$5,000 reward
for information
on bomb threats

TODAY
Friday, June 28

By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Lodger & Times Stall Writer

WORLD
ROME — Libyan Foreign
Minister Ibrahim Bishari has
denounced as "prejudiced and
silly" news reports connecting
his nation with the bombings of
Pan Am Flight 103 and a French
flight that together killed 441
people. Page 2

STATE
LOUISVILLE (AP) — Lottery
terminals will work overtime,
churning out Lotto Kentucky
tickets at record pace as Kentuckians try to hit a record jackpot
that climbed to $10 million for
Saturday night. Page 3

sPoRrs
LAS VEGAS — Beating Donovan "Razor" Ruddock won't be
enough for Mike Tyson this
time around when the two meet
tonight in a scheduled 12-round
heavyweight fight. Not after his
last win was tarnished by controversy. Not against a fighter
he professes to genuinely dislike. Page 10

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The government's chief economic forecasting gauge rose 0.8 percent in
May, its fourth straight advance,
the Commerce Department said
today in a report suggesting
continued growth in the months
ahead. Page 16

,
Fisher-Price announced this
morning that a $5,000 reward is
being established for information leading to the arrest and
conviction of the individual or
individuals involved in the
recent bomb threats at the plant.
"We received a bomb threat
Wednesday at 8:05 p.m. We
evacuated the building, sent.the
second shift home but did not
find anything. We had no specifics on when anything was
supposed to go off and resumed
operations at 10:30 that night,"
said Tom Ewing, director of
employee and community relations at Fisher-Price.
An ongoing investigation is
being conducted by the Calloway County Sbenffs Department and the Kentucky State
Police.
"Our major concern is thesafety and welfare of our
employees," Ewing said. "People are getting angry and fearful. We're not helping
ourselves. Our biggesr concern
is getting our people calmed
down and feeling good about
coming to work. They're suffering a loss of pay, too. Our policy has been that we will not pay
for those events out of our control and the employees understand that."
Anyone having information
concerning these threats is urged
to call the human resources
department at Fisher-Price
(767-1200, ext. 1212) or the
Kentucky State Police
(1-800-222-5555, ask for Post
1). Numbers are manned around
the clock; all information given
will be held in strict confidence.

Flames licked under the eaves of a shed owned by Jilt Nix after the early-morning fire in Sherwood Forest
subdivision.

The Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad responded to a structure fire Friday morning in the
Sherwood Forest subdivision,
according to reports.
The fire, reported around 3 a.m.,
had engulfed a large shed, camper
and van owned by Jim Nix on
Camelot Drive.
The camper and van were a total
loss while the shed and its contents
suffered major fire damage, according to reports.
Firemen returned to the scene
around 6:45 a.m. to extinguish the
blaze which had flared up a second
time, according to reports.
Cause of the blaze is under
investigation, according to reports.
• The CCFR also responded to a
call at the home of Jerry Travis on
Kentucky 1346 around 3:35 a.m.
An appliance had short-circuited
causing a great deal of smoke but
no fire, according to reports.
Firemen removed the hazard.

Government declares cease-fire in Slovenia
By DUSAN STOJANOVIC
Associated Prete Writer

UUBJANA, Yugoslavia — The
federal army declared a cease-fire
today in Slovenia, saying it had
succeeded in securing all 27 border
posts in the breakaway republic,
the nation's official news agency
reported.
However, the Defense Ministry
said in a statement on the official
news agency Tanjug that the army
would return fire "if forced to do
so."
Hours earlier, the federal air
force attacked the airport in
Slovenia with missiles, and
Slovene militia forces battled federal soldiers at border posts. Scores
of people were reported killed in
two days of combat.
In an attempt to stop the fighting

earlier today, European Community
leaders froze aid to Yugoslavia and
sent a mission to try to arrange
peace talks between the government and Slovenia and Croatia,
both of which declared independence on Tuesday.
A British official said the EC
delegation would seek a threemonth truce, during which Slovenia
and Croatia would suspend their
declarations and all troops would
return to their barracks.
The ministry said its military
units stopped fighting about 4:30
p.m. (10:30 a.m. EDT).
The military assault to take the
border posts began Wednesday
with ground attacks on Slovenia's
crossings with Italy, Hungary and
Austria. It escalated today with the
air attacks.
Slovenian officials had seized

some crossings after the republic
declared independence. Slovenia
and Croatia acted after Belgrade
rejected their proposal for a loose
confederation of states, rather than
one controlled by the federal
government.
But the federal government said
it would crush the independence
movements and preserve the federation, long torn by ethnic hatreds.
Its strategy was to isolate Slovenia
from the outside world by recapturing border points and taking over
key installations such as airports.
The federal army is much larger
and better equipped than the
Slovene militia, but Defense Ministry said its forces were subjected
to intensive artillery and antiaircraft fire during the two days of
fighting.
"Army units at all times con-

ducted the activities with maximum
restraint.... They returned fire only
in defense and as a last resort," the
ministry statement said.
At Ljubljana, the Slovene capital, several air-to-ground missiles,
fired by two twin-engine Orao
fighter-bombers, exploded on the
airport's tarmac in huge fireballs.
One of them narrowly missed a
group of Slovenian helicopters.
Shortly after the air assualt, two
Austrian news photographers were
killed when a wayward tank or
artillery shell hit their car near the
airport, witnesses said.
A top Slovenian official said the
air force also bombed an airfield,
and other air attacks and gun battles were reported elsewhere.
It was not known how many
people had died since the crackdown began.
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FORECAST

By MARK COOPER

Partly cloudy, low around 70,
light wind. Saturday, partly sunny and hot. High in the lower
90s.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
359.4, -0.2; below 303.6, +0.4
BARKLEY LAKE
359.1, -0.3; below 314.5, +2.1

Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Editor

After a brief discussion, the
Murray City Council by a vote of
6-3 authorized the drawing of an
ordinance to admit changes to the
city's zoning ordinance.
The changes, recommended by
the Murray Planning Commission,
will help the city better define and

control business developments in
the city's only B-4 or medium density area along 12th Street.
The changes are needed to avoid
abuses of the B-4 zoning requirements and confusion over the types
of businesses allowed in the zone,
according to City Planner Don
Elias.
The changes include:
*adding restaurants to a B-4 zone

planned development process
review. This would allow the
restaurants into the zone but not
after a review 'by the city which
could impose landscaping and
other structural requirements to
maintain the street's overall look
and integrity, Elias said.
'adding parking restrictions for
restaurants as one space per three
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Perspective
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Sports
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday'are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Rehearsals are winding down for the Murray State University Community Band and Choral Union Freedom Fest concert. From left: Lawrence Mallett, chairman of the department of music, Dennis Johnson,
director of bands and Roger Reichmuth, assistant dean of the College of Fine Arts and Communication.
•

'

•

'adding a definition of "bakery"
and "restaurant."
*changing the definition of Zoning Official to "Director of Planning or His/Her Designees(s)."
*establishing the front yard of
corner lots as that which faces the
principal street.
(Cont'd on page 2)

'Music With a Bang!' opens
Freedom Fest outdoor show

INDEX

Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

square feet of gross floor area, whichever is greater, plus two for each
three employees.
*adding a statement to allow the
Board of Zoning Adjustments to
require a planed development process review for any project that
might raise compatibility concerns.
*adding a definition of "shopping
center" and parking requirements

Murray's 1991 Freedom Fest
will include a spectacular outdoor
show at Murray State University's
Stewart Stadium on the evening of
the Fourth of July.
To begin at 8 p.m., this year's
"Music With a Bang!" will feature
the Murray State University/
Community ,Band and Choral
Union, local stout units and a gala
fireworks display. All armed forces
veterans and especially the men
and women who served in Operation Desert Storm, will be
recognized.
The MSU/Community Band will
open the program. The 75-member
band, under the direction of Dennis
L. Johnson, director of bands at
Murray State, has performed at all
previous Freedom Fests. Musicians
of all ages volunteer their time and
talent, practicing throughout the
early summer and presenting openair concerts on the Murray State
campus and in the region.

The MSU Summer Choral
Union, under the direction of Stephen Michelson, director of choral
activities at Murray State, will
make its premiere performance at
the Freedom Fest.
The musical program for the
evening includes: "Americans We
March," "Irish Tune from County
Derry," "Hosts of Freedom
March," "Gershwin! A Concert
Panorama," "Sinatra in Concert,"
"From the Shores of the Mighty
Pacific," highlights from "Porgy
and Bess," "National Emblem
March," "Armed Forces Salute,"
"America the Beautiful" and "Stars
and Stripes Forever."
Another highlight of the "Music
With a Bang!" event will be the
flag pageantry staged by local
scouting organizations and the fireworks display orchestrated by Gary
Hohman, director of the MurrayCalloway County Parks and Recreation.
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Program targets low-income rural home buyers
The House, however, voted Wednesday to set aside just $350 million
for the program in fiscal 1992. Although Agriculture Department officials
said the fight wasn't over yet. House Agriculture Committee Chairman
Kika de la Garza said prospects for boosting the total don't appear good,
despite the need.
"There is inadequate housing in the United States of America, in the
city, in the countryside, and we're chipping away very slowly at it. This
program is intended to help," said de la Garza, D-Mission.
But de la Garza said he was not confident about getting more money
for the program in the fiscal year that starts Oct. 1.
"This may well be the last train for this coming fiscal year," he said.
The $350 million was included in a $52.6 bilFon agricultural appropriations bill.
Ed Lazere, research analyst for the Center on Budget and Policy Prionties, which studies issues affecting the poor, said that while the program
may not initially reach many families it is significant because it represents
a public-private partnership seeking to provide much-needed. rural
housing.
"Getting the private sector involved in providing housing is really crucial." said Lazere. "And too often, these public-private partnerships
don't reach rural areas. While the program will not serve everybody who
needs it. it provides a crucial service."

By JENNIFER DIXON
Associated Press Wntsr

WASHINGTON — Low and moderate-income rural home buyers
would have an easier time pinning down a mortgage under a pilot program that targets 2,000 families in Kentucky and 19 other states.
ers Home AdmiUnder the program announced Thursday, the
housing loans
n
Sillmillio
to
up
guarantee
to
nistration is authorized
by commercial credit institutions through the d of the fi at year. Sept.
30.
The Federal National Mortgage Associatio (Fannie M e) announced
art purchasing
Thursday that it had entered a partnership with Fm-HA
make them
that
agencies
finance
housing
and
lenders
the loans from
available.
The program offers guaranteed. no-down-payment mortgages, some
with lower interest rates, to low and moderate-income families in communities of 20,000 or less, located at least 25 miles from a major metropolitan area.
FnHA administrator La Verne Ausman said the pilot program would
reach 2,000 home buyers, but that the Bush Administration was seeking
another $694 million for the program next fiscal year. That would allow
the program to reach another 15.000 to 18.000 home buyers.
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James A. Johnson, Fannie Mae's chairman and chief executive officer,
said buying the loans is part of the company's plans to invest an additional $10 billion over the next 2V2 years, to assist in meeting the special
housing needs of rural and urban Americans.
In addition to no down payments, some loans will have lower or subsidized interest rates under flexible qualifying standards that allow home
buyers to apply more income to their home purchase.
The maximum loan amount available will range from S67,500 in most
small communities. to $124,875 in some designated high-cost rural areas.
Fannie Mae said the typical buyer in the program is likely to under 30,
home buyer with a loan of approximately $50,000, living in a
first-time
a
community of 3,000 to 5,000 residents, and earning S20,000 to $30,000
annually.
In addition to Kentucky, which will receive S5.142 million, other participating states and their totals are Arizona, S1.762 million; Arkansas,
53.393 million; California, $7.34 million; Colorado, $1669 million; Georgia, S6.034 million; Iowa, 52.838 milliOn; Kentucky, S5.142 million;
Also, Louisiana, $3907 million; Maine, 51.863 million; Michigan,
$5.81 million; Mississippi, 53.848; Missouri. $4096 million; North Carolina, S8.962 million; Ohio, 56.788 million; Pennsylvania, S8.316 million;
South Carolina, $4071 million; Tennessee, 54.766 million; Texas, $8.448
million; Virginia. $4907 million, and Washington. S3.04 million.

WORLD
NEWS OF THE
ated Press

City council authorizes...
(Cont'd from page 1)
*dropping "specialty shops"
from permitted uses in a B-4 zone.
*changing deadline for public hearings to 40 days after applications
are received.
*prohibiting exposed lighting and
tubing.

*adding government zones to the
lists of zones needing screening
requirements.
*change permits fees: conditional
use permit. S50; rezoning fee.
$150.
The council also approved on the
second reading the city's 1991-92
fiscal year budget by an 8-1 vote.

By The Associ

The council also approved the
appointment of Alvis Jones to the
Murray Electric Plant Board and
approved on the second reading an
ordinance allowing participation by
the city into the Kentucky Municipal Risk Nanagement Association
(KN1RMA) General Insurance
Trust.

POLAND

WARSAW— The lower house of Parliament today overrode President Lech
Walesa's veto of an election law, opening
the way to Poland's first fully free parliamentary elections since World War II
The election law sets up a proportional
election system that allows them to vote
for individual candidates, and bars them
from voting for party tickets Voting is
scheduled in late October Walesa on
Sunday had raised the possibility of dissolving parliament if it defied him, but by
Wednesday he conceded he lacked the
constitutional power to do so. Walesa's
office today declined to comment on the
override The president had said the law
would undermine party discipline in the
next parliament and lead to many small
parties and factions, resulting in the
weak, unstable governments Poland had
when it regained its independence after
World War I. The lawmakers opposing
him said their version of the law would
allow greater democracy by requiring voters to select individual candidates
instead of voting for parties

-TWO DAYS

DOT SALE

ENGLAND

LONDON — Former Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher announced today she will
not seek re-election to the House of
Commons, ending a 32-year career in
elected office and abandoning any hope
of regaining power The decision "makes
it easier lor me to say exactly what I think
without people misinterpreting what I
say " Some of Mrs Thatcher's recent
statements, particularly in interviews and
speeches in the United States, have
been seen at home as being critical of
her successor, Prime Minister John
Major Mrs Thatcher, 65, was the
longest-serving prime minister of this
century She resigned in November following a revolt within her Conservative
Party. Mrs Thatcher also said in a television interview today that she hopes to be
offered a seat in the House of Lords. -It's
more than a hint," she said on Independent Television News

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, JUNE 28-29
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ALGERIA
ALGIERS — Tanks and army vehicles
moved through the capital today in a display of military force following antigovernment riots earlier this week led by
Muslim fundamentalists The army units
and troops were stationed at major
mosques and strategic sites as Muslims
gathered for weekly prayers During the
night, street barricades were set alight in
some fundamentalist neighborhoods and
gunshots were heard Some residents
who stayed indoors in compliance with
an overnight curfew chanted profundamentalist slogans and banged pots
Prime Minister Sid Ahmed Ghozali on
Thursday praised the military and promised to move Algeria to its first democratic elections for Parliament and the presidency Ghozali said 13 people were
killed and 68 injured in clashes Monday
through Wednesday between security
forces and fundamentalists. The violence
erupted in several areas after police were
confronted by fundamentalists furious
over the removal of Islamic insignia from
public buildings. It was the worst violence
since President Chadli Bendjedid proclaimed a state of emergency June 5 following fundamentalist protests in which
19 people were killed and more than 200
injured

•

LIBYA

ROME — Libyan Foreign Minister Ibrahim Bishari has denounced as "prejudiced and silly" news reports connecting
his nation with the bombings of Pan Am
Flight 103 and a French flight that
together killed 441 people The official
Libyan news agency, JANA, quoted
Bishari on Thursday as calling the
reports a "mad media campaign waged
by the U.S. and Western papers "
Reports carried Thursday by The
Washington Post and British Broadcasting Corp television said government officials believe Libya was behind the Pan

••
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Am bombing over Lockerbie, Scotland
All 259 people on board and 11 people
on the ground were killed in the Dec 21,
1988, crash The Post article said French
officials and investigators also suspect
Liyba in the Sept 19, 1989, bombing of a
UTA DC-10 en route from Brazzaville,
the Congo, to Pans via Chad That
bombing killed 171 people Investigators
theorize that both bombings avenged
specific events The Pan Am bombing
allegedly was revenge for the 1986 U S
bombing of Libya and the UTA downing
was allegedly to pay France back for
supporting Chad with troops during
Chad's territorial dispute with Libya, The
Post reported Libya "condemns terrorism and the hijacking of planes," Bishan
told the Libyan national news agency in
an interview

IRAQ

NICOSIA, Cyprus — Iraq's government
and the ruling Arab Baath Socialist Party
have approved the final draft of a new
political parties law, the Iraqi News Agency reported No text was available, but
the draft approved Thursday is believed
to be President Saddam Hussein's promised introduction o a multiparty system
Saddam, in power since 1968, said alter
the Persian Gulf War he would end the
built-in dominance of his party and allow
other parties to function He also prom •
ised free speech, lilting of press restrictions and other reforms He is trying to
end world economic sanctions so he can
rebuild his country, devastated by the
war that followed Iraq's invasion of
Kuwait last Aug 2 The reforms are seen
as part of that attempt

COLOMBIA
BOGOTA — Drug lord Pablo Escobar
has been telling his story to a judge
whose identity the government is taking
stringent precautions to keep secret Ohl
cials disclosed Thursday that Escobar
has been giving testimony to the judge.
who is expected to continue questioning
Escobar for weeks But no details about
the testimony itself were revealed Esco
bar, the 41 -year-old leader of the Medel
lin cocaine cartel, surrendered to the
government June 19 after being prom
ised a reduced jail term and immunity
from extradition to the United States He
faces murder charges in Colombia and
the United States He also laces 14 drug
and terrorism charges in Bogota alone
said Miguel Nino, the city's director of
Public Order Courts Because the
cocaine cartel has murdered judges in
the past, the government was taking
extraordinary measures to keep the
judge's identity secret The judge listens
to testimony from behind a one-way mirror and speaks into an electronic device
that makes it impossible to determine
whether the speaker is male or female
The judge also keeps a jacket over his
head while riding a jeep along the wind
ing dirt road that leads to Escobar s
custom-built jail in the Andes mountains
Escobar brought seven of his associates
with him when he surrendered but at
least two of them face no charges It is
assumed they surrendered to protect
their boss at the comfortable jail built for
him in his hometown of Envigado

SOUTH KOREA

SEOUL — Hundreds of students wielding
clubs and firebombs attacked the U S
Cultural Center in Kwangju today to pro
test President Roh Tae-woos upcoming
trip to Washington, news reports said
Five students were arrested and three
policemen were injured, the reports said
About 500 students attacked the threestory building where the cultural center is
located shortly after dawn, KBS Television said Police fired more than 20 blank
shots from M-16 automatic rifles and
handguns and used tear gas to repell the
students after a 20-minute battle, the
national news agency Yonhap said

PHILIPPINES
MANILA — Low-frequency tremors were
recorded today near Mount Pinatubo, the
latest sign that the volcano may be gear
ing up for new eruptions, scientists said
Ash spewed late Thursday and early
today the 4,795-toot volcano, whose
eruptions since June 9 have killed 338
people, including the 9-year-old daughter
of a U S Air Force sergeant The Philip
pine Institute of Vulcanology and Sets,
mology predicted light to moderate ash
fall today in provinces near the volcano
and urged residents to be alert to the
possibility of devastating avalanches
from the tons of debris on Mount Pinatubo's slopes Institute officials said 168
separate quakes were recorded near the
volcano in the 24 hours ending early this
morning More ominous, however, was
the reappearance of low-frequency harmonic tremors, which indicate magma is
rising to the surface and pressure is
building up inside the volcano Satellite
photographs showed a new lava dome
forming in the crater, building up pressure for a possible major eruption
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School workers
complain reform
law not working

ulcer,
litionpecial

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Workers scheduled to lose
Department of Education positions are finding the state
school-reform law contained an
empty promise that they would
get preferential treatment for
other state jobs, their lawyer
contends.
The department's personnel
chief, Larry Conner, testified
Wednesday in Franklin Circuit
Court that of 49 workers who
will lose their jobs July I, only
three have been offered positions in other state agencies.
Those figures show that the
law, which required a reorganization of the department. "is
not working the way it would
appear to be worded in the statute," said David Emerson,
attorney for 18 fired or demoted
department workers who sued
the department and Education
Commissioner Thomas Boysen.
The employees are asking that
the reorganization mandate be
declared unconstitutional.
They also want a court order
requiring firings and demotions
to be carried out in accordance
with the merit system's jobprotection rules, which the
reform law suspends for the
one-time-only reorganization.
Judge William Graham said
he wasn't ready to rule on their
request for a temporary injunction to block the firings.
He said he would study written arguments, making a ruling
unlikely before Monday — the
day the reorganization takes
effect.
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Rulings in challenges to reform handed down
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An
anti-nepotism measure in the Kentucky Education Reform Act of
1990 has survived a court test, but
another aspect of the sweeping law
was struck down in Franklin Circuit Court.
Judge William Graham said a
restriction on campaigning is so
broad that school employees would
be left guessing about which political activities were forbidden and
which were not.
The rulings Thursday were the
first handed down in challenges to
the reform.
The decisions are likely to be
appealed quickly to the state
Supreme Court, according to parties in both lawsuits, enabling the
legislature to take any needed corrective action next year.
Graham's ruling in a lawsuit
filed last July by three teachers
said the law's language "could be
used to prosecute employees of

Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — So, you
filed your state income taxes early
because you expect a tidy little
refund check. But that was months
ago and still no refund. Something
must be wrong, right?
Right.
What's wrong, according to the
Revenue Cabinet, is that tax processors are having the same problems with the 1990 tax returns that
taxpayers had.
There are more returns to be processed and they are brand new
forms.

"A lot of it is due to the 1990
legislation."
Akers was referring to changes
in the state tax code that the General Assembly approved as part of a
S1.3 billion tax increase last year.
Most significant, the revisions in
the law established a graduated
low-income tax credit where some
people had their tax liability eliminated altogether while others had it
cut substantially.
Akers pointed out to the interim
Appropriations and Revenue Committee on Thursday that state law
does not require the cabinet to

"We've got a lot more returns;
we've got a lot more refunds,"
spokesman Scott Akers said
Thursday.
There will be an estimated 1.8
million income tax returns filed for
the 1990 tax year, an increase of
about 15 percent from the previous
year.
By the time all refunds are made,
Akers said the total will reach perhaps 1.1 million, which is 150,000
or 200,000 more than last year.
Ordinarily, the number of refunds
increases perhaps by 25,000 year to
year.
"One of the causes is there are
more jobs in the state," Akers said.

Lotto Kentucky jackpot goes to $10 million
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer

4

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Lottery
terminals will work overtime,
churning out Lotto Kentucky tickets at record pace as Kentuckians
try to hit a record jackpot that
climbed to SIO million for Saturday night.
Kentucky Lottery Corp. President Jim Hosker sought to induce
an already-tempted state, estimating Thursday that between 80 percent and 90 percent of all possible
number combinations will likely be
played.
"The odds will be in the public's favor," he said.
Hosker also said he decided to
extend sales hours for all Lotto
Kentucky computer terminals. The
terminals normally shut down at
midnight EDT and reopen for sales
at 6 a.m. Beginning Thursday

Board changes
city pool hours
The Murray-Calloway County
Park Board would like to announce
new pool hours effective July 1:
Pool hours: 1 p.m. until 7 p.m.
Red Cross classes will begin at 7
p.m. and continue until 8 p.m.

night, the terminals will remain
operating until 1 a.m. and reopen at
5 a.m, he said.
A single ticketholder matching
all six winning numbers Saturday
night would receive S380,000 a
year after taxes for 20 years,
Hosker said.
Lottery officials initially raised
the jackpot for Saturday night's
drawing to $8 million after no one
won Wednesday night's $7 million
prize.
They sweetened the jackpot to
$10 million after a wave of sales
Wednesday and in anticipation of
the swarms of Kentuckians and

residents of neighboring states
expected to buy tickets for the next
drawing.
"We owe it to the people of
Kentucky," Hosker said. "We had
a record sales day on Wednesday.
We now expect new sales records
to continue to be set. Our players
are telling us they want the bigger
jackpot."
Sales for the twice-weekly game
soared to a record $1.53 million on
Wednesday. Hosker predicted that
sales from Thursday to Saturday
would reach $4 million. Sales
should gain momentum as the
drawing approaches, said Hosker.

Dan McNutt, AAI
Representing

State Auto Insurance
A

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Retirement presentations for
three employees were made at the
monthly meeting of the Murray
Board of Education Thursday
night.
Those receiving were: Virginia
Brandon, a food service employee,
who had served for six years; Marie McPherson, a custodian since
1962 and Betty Wagar, who had
been with special education since
1967. All retirees received silver
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trays.
In other business:
'The evaluation plans currently in
place for faculty and staff were
approved to continue as they are.
'The board approved an overnight
trip request from James Weatherly
for an Oct. 5 trip with the Murray
High School soccer team.
*The purchase of copiers for both
Murray Middle and Elementary
schools at a cost of $8,490 from
Cagle Business Systems in Paducah
was approved.
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For those who are waiting on a
refund, Akers told lawmakers that
the last time the state had to pay
interest because checks were
delayed beyond July 15 was in
1961.
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begin paying interest on refunds
until after July 15. Furthermore, no
interest payment is required unless
it exceeds $5.
With the 10 percent interest rate
now in use by the cabinet, it would
take a refund of $600 to be delayed
one month to reach the $5
threshold, Akers said.

STATE AUTO OFFERS SOMETHING SPECIAL
It's the Auto/Home Discount with Special,
reduced rates if both your car and home
are insured with the State Auto Companies. Find out how much your savings
can be.
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the Kentucky Education Association, the state's largest teachers'
union.
House Democratic Whip Kenny
Rapier of Bardstown, who helped
campaigning for board candidates
in the employees' school districts.
Deputy Kentucky Attorney General Brent Caldwell said his office
would appeal the ruling and seek
an immediate transfer to the
Supreme Court. He said he was
"very pleased" that Graham
upheld the anti-nepotism provision
but that, too, should be moved
quickly to the Supreme Court if
appealed.
That section forbids anyone to
serve on a school board if he or she
has a close relative working in that
school district.
The law contains an exemption
for board members who held office
when the law took effect and who
were elected after their relatives
got their school jobs.

Kentucky School Boards Associschool systems if they placed bumper stickers on their cars or spoke ation Executive Director David
publicly of their support for a can- Keller said, however, that the ruling "strikes a blow at school
didate for school board."
He went on to say that, to pass reform" because of the power and
constitutional muster, the cam- influence of the political wing of
paigning ban must be redrawn fashion the ban on school "with narrow specificity, restrain- employee campaigning for board
ing the exercise of constitutional members, said Graham's ruling
rights only to the extent necessary proves "judges are as political as
to maintain the state's interest in legislators." And he said he was
restricting political influence" in frustrated by Graham's claim that
the ban could pass muster if it were
the public schools.
more closely targeted.
AssoTeachers
Jefferson County
"How much more narrow can
ciation President Bettie Weyler, a
plaintiff in the school employees' we be, when we only made it apply
suit, said she was delighted by Gra- to school-board races?" he said.
Rapier said the ban was intended
ham's ruling in her case. She
to
parallel similar restrictions on
agreed that the ban was too broad.
"My husband said, you know, political activity by federal and
he had the right to put a bumper state employees. Weyler said the
sticker on our car" or a campaign parallel doesn't hold, since federal
workers, at least, can take part in
poster in the yard, even if the law
c.ampaigns.
non-partisan
said she couldn't, said Weyler, who
of the law at issue
section
The
at
job
teaching
her
from
is on leave
forbids school employees from
Indian Trail Elementary School.
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Letters to the editor
Magazine helps make new friends
Dear Editor:
This past March I left kith and kin and relocated to Murray to build a
better life. Well, I LOVE Murray. I like my new apartment. I'm happy in
my new job at the university, and after going fishing this past weekend I
need look nowhere else to retire.
But, it takes time to make new friends especially after you exit the
24-39 age category. For awhile I was lonely and whined long distance
quite a bit. Then I discovered The Letter Exchange. Going on its tenth
year, LEX is a magazine where people who want to write and receive
letters can meet. Correspondents obtain an ID number and can choose to
maintain their anonymity by using the magazine's free forwarding service
or write to each other directly.
Those interested in this simple inexpensive pastime may contact The
Letter Exchange, Borc_6218, Albany, CA 94706 for information.
Nancy E. Wyant
1611 Wiswell Rd., Murray

Agrees with letter on park problem
Dear Editor:
I am writing to commend Mark Reinhardt for his June 26 letter to the
editor. Having a three-year-old son, we utilize the Murray-Calloway
County Park frequently as many others do. The benefits that the park
offers residents (city and county) are numerous and these budget cuts are
senseless. As Mr. Reinhardt suggested, how about the city and county
governments working together to help solve this problem? .
Rhonda Rogers
509 Vine St.. Murray

REPORT

TO KENTUCKY

Wendell Ford
U.S. Senator

Kentucky fares well in
Senate-passed highway bill
In last week's Report to Kentucky. I expressed my concern over the
five-year Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 — commonly
referred to as the "Highway Bill" — that was being debated in Senate.
I was especially concerned about the original bill's tilt toward metropolitan regions and focus on mass transit at the expense of highway programs in Kentucky and other rural states.
But I am pleased to say that after countless hours of negotiations.
involving nearly every member of the Senate, we have passed a measure
that I believe will help restore fairness to the allocation of highway funds
for metropolitan and rural states alike.
Kentucky stands to fare very well under an amendment sponsored by
Senator Robert Byrd of West Virginia that will allow the so-called "donor
states" to share in dividing an S8.2 billion surplus from the Highway
Trust Fund.
Our state — as one that has contributed more LO the Highway Trust
Fund in gasoline taxes than we get back for Kentucky highway programs
— would receive approximately S147 million over the next five years in
addition to our regular Federal allocation.
The Senate-passed highway measure will also give state officials muchneeded flexibility to tailor their transportation progams to their own particular needs. rather than following a federal model.
Transportation officials will also have the ability to decide at the state
and local level where the bulk of their federal highway funds should be
applied.
I was also supportive of an amendment to the bill establishing a
185,000-mile "National Highway System" which will be the focus of federal highway funding in the future.
This new system will be especially important to Kentucky because it
will give our state officials a new opportunity to continue their progress
on state highway programs. We currently have many sorely needed projects in the works that could benefit from this national highway system,
including the Appalachian Corridors sxstem in eastern Kentucky.
It is much too early in this debate to let our guard down. This bill still
awaits action in the House of Representatives and a House-Senate conference to iron out the differences in our respective measures.
As I said in last week's Report, we have many vital interests in this
highway bill. Improved transportation can continue to pave the *ay for
continued economic growth in Kentucky.
I will be keeping a close eye on this measure as it makes its way
through Congress, and I hope all Kentuckians will join me in assurirtg the
success of our continuing legislative efforts.

Sununu gets a 'Dear John' letter
Dear John - It really hurts me
to write this letter. We've been
pretty close for a long time, and
I'm not asking you to get out of my
life — not yet, anyhow — but by
golly, if you pull one more dumb
stunt with White House transportation, that's it. I mean, hey. John,
enough is enough. Got to stop this.
In some ways you're the most
brilliant guy I've ever met in public life. Great governor of New
Hampshire. Not long ago I said to
myself, gee. I wish I had the brains
of John Sununu, but look: Having
brains doesn't necessarily mean
you have common sense. Trouble
is. you don't. Have common sense,
I mean.
If you had exercised common
sense, you never would have commandeered an Air Force plane to
take you skiing. Or to see your
cotton-pickin' dentist. I thought we
had that uproar quieted down in
April. Cut -it out.
The next thing I know, you order
up a limousine to drive you to New
York. And for what? So you could
go to a stamp auction where some
Graf Zeppelin airmails of 1930
would be up for sale. Beautiful
stamps. I used to know a guy who
told a story about the Grafs. Seems
he was 12 years old and had a
plate-numbered block of the
65-cent issue. A fat kid named Roy
traded him out of it for a lousy
pocket knife. Worth S3,000 today.

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
I mean the block is worth S3,000.
Mint condition.
Where was I? It was dumb, John,
just plain dumb, to call up that
limousine. And when you lost
instant access to Air Force planes,
you began scrounging up corporate
jets to take you to fund-raisers. The
more I think about it, the madder I
get. Dumb, dumb, dumb!
For crying out loud, John,
you've been in political life for 18
years. You should have learned by
this time that, hey, people don't get
upset by the big things. Think of
the deficit. What is it this year? I
forget. Hundred billion? Two
hundred billion? Dick Darman
knows this stuff. He can figure out
a deficit six different ways. That's
what budget director is for. On
budget. Off budget. Who knows?
Who cares?
Talk to voters about the deficit,
you put 'em to sleep. Talk about a
national debt of $3 trillion, their
eyes glaze over. Nobody understands a trillion dollars. But a

limousine? A limousine! Anyone
can understand a cotton-pickin'
limousine. And people don't like
the idea of your riding around in an
air-conditioned, 24-foot Cadillac as
if you were the maharaja of
Kuwait. Or whatever that fellow is
called. He's got no more common
sense than you have. Kinda sorry
we helped him out.
Or Lawrence Welk's boyhood
home. $500,000 for that piece of
pork. People understand $500,000.
Lot of money to most folks. Not
everybody was that crazy about
Lawrence Welk anyhow. His
accordion wheezed. I heard that
some of his musicians and singers
actively disliked the guy. Highhanded.
And that reminds me. You made
mighty few friends last year in all
those budget negotiations. Key fellows from the House and Senate.
Said you were a bully. Pushed
them around. No tact. I tell you,
throwing your weight around
doesn't work with those prima don-

nas on the Hill. All want to sing at
once. No pleasing them.
People are laughing, John, and
that can be fatal. The cartoonists
have you floating around like a
barrage balloon. You're flying first
class in Air Sununu. They have you
and me in the Bush League. Got to
stop.
The thing is, John, that only one
of us is president. And that's me. I
mean that's I. I get mixed up on
pronouns. Hard to tell the difference. When you do something
dumb, it's like my doing something
dumb, and it does us no good to
have people thinking they have two
knuckle heads in the White House.
By that I mean you and me. Leave
Danny out of this. Right in the
middle of the April ruckus, he calls
up an Air Force plane to go golfing
in Augusta. He's vice president.
Ought to know better.
You say you have to be able to
get in touch with me every minute
of the day. I appreciate that, but
John, I don't need you every
minute of the day. I really don't.
You're a great chief of staff, but
you've come down with a bad case
of hubris. That's Greek for chutzpah. Swelled head. Too bad.
You want to go to New York?
Take the shuttle. Speaking in Chicago? Fly United. I still love you.
John, but you can be an awful pain
in the rear.
— George.

,
Bossy Sununu is no 'Miss Daisy

WASHINGTON — While visiting this city. I was stroll:71g near
the White House when I saw an
unusual sight.
A burly 171:3- was trotting up
Pennsylvania Avenue, carrying
another man, piggy-back fashion.
I caught up with them and said:
Excuse me, may I ask you a
question?
"No comment." said the scowling man who was riding piggyback.
How about you? I asked the man
doing the carrying.
"Sorry," he gasped, "I just work
here."
Look, I'm merely curious, I said.
Why art you riding piggy-back on
this man?
"Not that it is any of your business." the rider said, "but I just
happen to be going to lunch.'
Just then I heard a buzzing
•sound. The burly man reached
under his jacket, withdrew a portable phone and said: "Hello? Yeah,
he's right here."
He handed it up to his passenger
and said: "It's for you."
The piggy-back rider took the
phone and said: "Hello? Oh, yes,
chief. I'm on my way to an important luncheon meeting."
He paused for a moment, then
said: "No, I am not traveling to
lunch on a military jet. What? Of
course. I am not traveling on a borrowed corporate jet either. I
assured you that I wouldn't do that
anymore."

He paused for several seconds
more, then said: "Absolutely not. I
am not in a government limousine.
How am I getting to lunch? As a
matter of fact, I'm traveling by
foot. Yes sir, it is good exercise.
Thank you, I thought you'd be
pleased."
He clicked off the phone, and
they resumed their journey.
However, after another hundred
yards, the burly man's legs became
wobbly. Sweat poured down his
face. Finally he collapsed to his
knees and wheezed: "I just can't go
another step, boss. I've had it"
"Darn," said his passenger, stepping off. "You can't get good help
these days. Now what will I do?"
He glanced about and exclaimed:
"Ah, look, a shopping center. I
shall commandeer one of those
empty shopping carts."
He leaped aboard the cart,
scowled at me and said: "Well,
what are you waiting for? Push."
Well, actually, I was on my way
to ...
"Don't argue with me," he said,

thrusting his arm forward. "Move
'ern out."
As I pushed the shopping cart
down the street, he took out his
portable phone, punched in a number and said: "John here. Any messages? Who? Woodward of the
Washington Post? Tell him to drop
dead at his earliest convenience.
Who else? Safire of The New York
Times? Tell him that if his schedule permits he should drop dead
too. On second thought, put out a
statement saying that I am contrite
and regret my recent actions and I
do not wish any of them to drop
dead unless they do so of their own
free will, which would be regrettable, but in the national interest.
"Now, while I'm at lunch, here's
what I want you to do. Check for
leaks, got that? Yes, leaks. No, no,
you idiot, not my bathroom sink.
Go stand outside the offices of my
underlings, put your ear to their
doors and see if you can tell what
they're talking about and who
they're talking to. That's right. Be
particularly alert for phrases like
'president's patience is wearing

thin',Gr 'arrogant and abrasive' or
'resent damaging disclosures' and
that sort of seditious, treasonous,
disloyal piffle. Yes, and when
you're done with that check the
classified ads to see if there are any
rare stamps for sale, cheap. Now
get to work and don't go around
telling anybody I'm arrogant and
abrasive because I've got somebody watching you, too, and I'll
know about it."
He clicked off the phone and
shouted to me: "Why are you slowing down, I'm running late. Faster,
faster."
I'm sorry, I said, but I slowed
down to avoid hitting that bag lady.
"Never mind her. Every poll
shows that 90 percent of bag ladies
don't vote, and those who do are
Democrats. Out of the way, hag!"
Excuse me, but how much farther is it to the restaurant?
"Just around that corner. Step on
When we arrived at the restaurant, he leaped out of the shopping
cart and was greeted by the maitre
d'.
"Ah, Mr. Sununu," he said.
"Your regular table is ready." And
he snapped his fingers.
Two busboys appeared. They
lifted Sununu and carried him toward his table. As they did, he
turned his head and yelled: "And
don't forget to return the cart or
they'll be carping at me about that
t00."

World editorial roundup
June 21; The Bolivar Commercial, Cleveland, Miss.
John Sununu, the White House's travel-loving chief of staff, should be
grounded before he destroys even the president's credibility.
One of Sununu's latest junkets was a trip in a government limousine
from Washington to New York. On government business? Hardly. Sununu
went to a stamp show at the taxpayers' expense.
While noting "the appearance problem" of the trip, President Bush
unfortunately tried to rationalize it by saying Sununu took the government's car because it had a telephone in it, and he made plenty of official
calls while traveling to ... New York.
We're sorry, the president's rationalization just doesn't ring true. In a
time of financial austerity. Sununu's trip represented an intolerable mis-

use of the public purse. Pure and simple, period.
It was only last month that Sununu flew into the eye of a storm when
the public became aware of his high-flying junkets. Sununu and his family were taking off on personal skiing trips aboard military jets, and paying
only regular commercial rates, plus $I, a fraction of the real cost. It's
estimated that the total tab for Sununu's misuse of government planes
came to at least $500,000.
Such nonsense should have been canceled by the well-justified criticism long before the stamp show — but obviously Sununu is too arrogant
to learn from his past misdeeds.
We keep wondering how long it's gong to take President Bush to tell
his aide, 'Sayonara, Sununu, you've pulled your last no-no."

Should chiefs ofsta be anonymous? Are you kidding?
By WALTER R. MEARS
An AP News Analysis
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WASHINGTON — In a job
description for presidential aides,
the people who designed the modern White House staff system said
applicants ought to have vigor,
competence and a passion for
anonymity.
That was more than 50 years
ago, and Franklin D. Roosevelt
found that final item laughable
even then. Anonymity was not and
is not one of the lures of working
for the president.
Political profiles are higher now:
in the age of television a top assistant to the president couldn't stay
offstage by trying. Few do,
although some former chiefs of
staff say they should.
High public visibility can
"detract from your effectiveness"
as chief of staff, said James R.
Jones, who held the job for Lyndon

B. Johnson. And while anonymity
isn't possible, "it is a goal that
people who serve the president
need to keep in mind," added Jack
H. Watson Jr., chief of staff to Jimmy Carter.
The Roosevelt advisory panel
that proposed the staff system
issued some admonitions along
with it: the expanded lineup of
presidential aides would deal in
information and arrangements, not
in decisions or instructions.
"They would remain in the
background, issue no orders. emit
no public statements," that commission said. The staff system was
adopted. The advice that went with
it was filed and forgotten.
Nowadays, top White House
aides are spokesmen, lobbyists,
political envoys. Often they are
more visible and sometimes seem
more powerful than all but the
senior members of the Cabinet.

That's the John H. Sununu
model.
There is bound to be some friction in the best of times when a
man wields that kind of power by
appointment, especially in the
brusque and sometimes overbearing
Sununu style. And these are the
worst of Washington times for the
former New Hamps)nre governor,
embroiled in controersy about his
travel habits.
He issued an apology of sorts on
Saturday, a written statement saying he regretted mistakes that had
contributed to the controversy. On
Monday, he said the whole business goes with the territory.
"Look, I've been in Washington
for a while now to realize that it's
all part of the process. it's part of
being chief of staff." Sununu said.
It's not a job likely to win popularity contests among other administration officials, according to
four men who have held it. They

spoke Wednesday at a forum sponsored by Fortune Magazine and the
Center for the Study of the
Presidency.
A chief of staff is likely to be a
lightning rod for critics, Jones said.
He often controls access to the
president, and those who don't get
it don't like it.
While unpopular decisions may
go with the territory, Sununu's
abrasive, sometimes imperious
manner have left him with few
close allies now that he's in
trouble.
Sununu's travel problem began
with disclosure of his frequent
flights on military aircraft, including trips to Boston to see his dentist, and to ski resorts. It was
revived when he had his White
House limousine drive him to New
York for a stamp collectors' auction, and worsened over his efforts
to line up corporate airplanes for
political travel.

White House travel rules have
been tightened twice because of the
Sununu episodes. President Bush
acknowledged an appearance of
impropriety, something he had
promised his administration would
avoid, while saying that the chief
of staff will stay on the job. His
endorsements have been less than
effusive.
"Yeah, I'm going to support
him," Bush said Monday.
Compare that with Dwight D.
Eisenhower's defense of Sherman
Adams in 1958 after his chief of
staff acknowledged accepting gifts
and favors from a New England
industrialist for whom he had interceded with federal agencies.
"I admire his abilities." Eisenhower said. "I respect him because
of his personal and official integrity. I need him."
Adams eventually resigned.
Bush said Sununu is staying.
And as Donald H. Rumsfeld,

chief of staff to Gerald R. Ford.
observed, the president's is the
only voice that matters on Sununu's tenure. "You can be darned
sure as long as he's there, he's
doing what the president wants him
to do," Rumsfeld said.
Donald T. Regan, pushed out as
Ronald Reagan's chief of staff in
1987, said Bush should stick with
Sununu.
"A, he should not fire him,"
Regan said.
"B, I think John has learned a
lesson.
"And C, I think the media has
really puffed something up that
doesn't exist."
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R.
Mears, vice president and columnist for The Associated Press, has
reported on Washington and
national politics for more than 25
years.)
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The Murray Rotary Club named its slate of officers for the 1991-92 year Thursday. Pictured from left are
out-going president Cedric Benson; directors Wayne Bennett, Mark Blankenship, Phil Sparks and James
Courtney; president-elect Paul Dailey; treasurer John Goodell; secretary Betty Boston; and president
Chuck Foster.

Group: retaliators should be pardoned
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A task
force on domestic violence is urging special treatment or clemency
for people who injured or killed
abusive mates.
The task force said in a report
Thursday that the governor should
be asked to consider pardons for
battered women who went to prison
for retaliating against their
tormentors.
It also recommended earlier parole eligibility. Kentucky law specifies that defendants classified as
violent offenders must serve half
their sentences before initial parole
eligibility.
The recommendations seemed to
reflect a consensus by members of
the Attorney General's Task Force
on Domestic Violence Crime that
victims have been failed by the legal system.
Carroll District Judge Stan Billingsley, a co-chairman of the task
force, complained Thursday of
dozens of "prima donna' county
officials who have not enforced the
law.
Thursday's report said courts,
police — "the entire legal community" — must treat domestic
violence as "serious criminal
conduct."
Attorney General Fred Cowan,
who created the task force, said in
a news conference Thursday that
the biggest stumbling block was a
collective attitude, not inadequate
laws.
"Unfortunately and tragically,
we still suffer from a mindset in
this state ... that domestic violence
is not a crime," Cowan said.
That includes the notion "that it
is not the place of law enforcement
to become involved" in abuse or
violence between mates, he said.
The task force report contained
22 pages of recommendations.
Most would require legislation,
extra funding or some special
training.
In an earlier report listing
emergency recommendations, the
task force said judges, prosecutors
and other authorities should ensure
24-hour access to warrants and
emergency protective orders.
It also said defendants, as a condition of being released on No

should be forbidden to contact the
victim.
The task force took those a step
farther Thursday, saying warrants
and protective orders should be
given priority, as should domestic
violence cases on court dockets. It
also said victims should be notified
before the defendant's release on
bond.
Hansel Hill, a Kentucky State
Police employee who oversees the
state's crime information computer
network, said at the news confer-

ence that it soon will include such
orders.
Other recommendations Thursday included:
*Changing the law that says
spouses cannot be forced to testify
against each other. The task force
said it should, not apply to violent
crimes by one spouse against the
other.
'Increased funding for spouseabuse shelters, legal services and
for various services within the
Cabinet for Human Resources.

Two Kentucky natives chosen
to lead Presbyterian churches
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Two
small Presbyterian denominations
meeting in Paducah have chosen
Kentucky natives to lead them during the coming year.
The Second Cumberland Presbyterian Church, a predominantly
black denomination, on Wednesday
elected the Rev. Joel Rice, a native
of nearby Providence. as
moderator.
Floyd Hensley Jr., a lay person
from Campbellsville, was chosen
on Monday to head the
100,000-member Cumberland Presbyterian Church as moderator.
Rice, former pastor for 13 years
at Faith Cumberland Presbyterian
Church in Dallas, is moderator of
the Brazos River Presbytery, a reg-

ional unit of the denomination.
Rice also is former executive
secretary of the Second Cumberland Presbyterian General Assembly, a denomination of about 8,000
members based in Huntsville, Ala.
The two denominations have met
jointly in recent years amid talk of
merger. However, a vote was
expected later this week to discontinue merger negotiations.
The Cumberland Presbyterian
unit was formed after a split from
the main Presbyterian church in
1810 over theological and educational differences. The largest Presbyterian denomination is the
Louisville-based Presbyterian
Church (USA), with 2.9 million
members.

McCuiston listed in good
condition after incident
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — State
Sen. Pat McCuiston was in good
condition at the University of Kentucky Medical Center, where he
was taken after showing signs of
weakness and having an irregular
heartbeat, a spokeswoman said.
McCuiston, 73, was transferred
from Kings Daughter's Hospital in
Frankfort by emergency helicopter
Thursday, said Mary Margaret Colliver, a spokeswoman for the Lexington hospital.
She said doctors had determined

that McCuiston had not suffered a
heart attack.
Dr. Anthony DeMaria, chief of
cardiology, planned to keep
McCuiston hospitalized for a few
days for observation, Colliver said.
McCuiston is staying in a regular
hospital room, and his family was
with him Thursday night, Colliver
said.
McCuiston, D-Pembroke, has
been in the Senate since 1968 and
was assistant president pro tern in
the late 1970s.

NEW YORK (AP) — Work has
begun on a $3.2 million project to
protect some of the world's most
pristine rainforests, coral reefs and
wetlands with a chain of national
parks stretching the length of Central America.
Central America covers less than
1 percent of the Earth's surface,
but it contains about 10 percent of
the world's plant and animal species. That makes it one of the most
biologically important areas on
Earth, said James Barborak of
Wildlife Conservation International, the research arm of the New
York Zoological Society.
"It's a biological superpower,"
said Barborak, manager of the
national park project. "Our goal is
to try to consolidate what we're
calling a 'chain of pearls' to protect the best areas, and to encourage ecotourism."
The parks include the largest and
wettest rainforest in the Caribbean,
the largest nesting aggregation of
green turtles in the Western Hemisphere, a sizable population of
manatees, and miles of coral reefs
and coastal wetlands, Barborak
said.
One of the biological "pearls"
is the region on both sides of the
San Juan River in Nicaragua and
Costa Rica. It holds 1 percent of
the world's plant and animal species in an area 1V2 times the size of
Rhode Island, Barborak said.
The proposed parks are to be
designed so that research and tourism can co-exist, with tourism supporting the parks and boosting
Central America's economy.
The project — called "Paseo
Pantera," or "Path of the Panther"
— has received $1.6 million in
backing from the U.S. Agency for
International Development.
Paseo Pantera "incorporates all
the elements we're promoting" for
conservation in Central America,
including dual use of the parks for
research and tourism, said Jack
Vaughn, a Guatemala-based consultant to the Agency for International Development.
"The ultimate dream is to
restore some sort of vegetative corridor between the two continents,"
along the historic migration route
of the panther, said David Carr,
executive director of the Caribbean
Conservation Corp., an environmental group in Gainesville, Fla.
The Conservation Corp. was
established in 1959 to support the
work of the late Archie Carr, who
was the world's foremost authority
on sea turtles. David Carr is his
son.
"Central America is unique
because it's where the flora and
fauna of the North American continent met with that of the South
American continent to create a
mixture," said Charles Luthin,
program director for the Conservation Corp.
"There are many unique species
found only there. It's truly a haven
for biodiversity," he said.
"Another important link is that
it's the migrating corridor for many
North American songbirds,"
including orioles, tanagers, robins
and thrushes, he said. "There are
several hundred of the migrating
species we're acquainted with that
funnel through this narrow
isthmus."
Until about 3 million years ago,
North and South America were
separate, Barborak said. Species
evolved independently on each
continent, "Since then, there's
been a tidal flow of stuff going
north and south, and new forms
developing in Central America,"
he said.
The Paseo Pantera project was

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
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The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

considering establishing buffer
zones around each park. These
zones would allow limited development and could provide a home to
any people moved out of parks.
The organizers are coordinating
their efforts with other Central
American conservation projects
being established by the World
Wildlife Fund, The Nature Conser- •
vancy and Conservation International of Washington, D.C., and by
CARE, the international relief
organization.
Among areas to be included in
Paseo Pantera are the Peten region
of Guatemala, the Belize barrier
reef, the Bay Islands of Honduras,
and Caribbean coastal forests in
Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama.
"We can make most of the parks
in Central America pay their way,"
Barborak said. Residents will be
employed in the parks as well, he
said.
"Our hope is to not lose any
more of these biggest areas, to
make sure the crown jewels aren't
lost."

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Daily
cruises aboard the Paducah Jubilee
excursion and dinner boat are
expected to start by the end of July.
The city has leased the boat from
a Natchez, Miss., company for
$5,000 a month, and it will cost
about $300,000 a year to operate,
said City Manager Jim Pennington.
The lease is for 18 months and
includes a provision allowing the
city to purchase the boat for
$420,000. Half of the lease payments would go toward the purchase price.

Pennington said he hopes operating costs can be recouped from
boarding fees and commission from
food concessions. However, he said
the city plans to spend $50,000 to
help subsidize the first year of
operation.
Pennington said the city commission decided it was a justifiable
expense because it will serve as a
tourist attraction and encourage
more people to visit downtown
Paducah. The boat will dock at the
foot of Broadway.

More than 193,600 received
winter heat help from state
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
state said Thursday that 193,600
low-income Kentucky households
got $19.7 million since last July to
pay for winter heat.
The number of households was a
Kentucky record for the 10-year
history of the state and federally
funded Home Energy Assistance
Program, the state Department for
Social Insurance reported.
The spending was $2.5 million
more than during the previous
budget year and second to the
record $20.5 million in 1986, the

department said in a statement.
The program paid $7.2 million in
an opening phase that was available to all low-income households.
The average benefit was $74.73 for
97,000 households, down from
$109 the previous year, when there
were 158,000 applications.
A second phase, restricted to
people facing heat emergencies,
paid $12.4 million, an average of
$129.18 to 96,605 applicants. The
previous year's average was
$125,30 per household.

Star Top of Line
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Sale 1O.99
Reg. '17.66
Crab Legs, Crab Meat, Frog Legs, Scallops, Clam Strips, Cod Nuggets,
Fried Oysters, Fresh Oysters, Cod Strips, Fried & Fresh Shrimp, Fried
Catfish Fiddler, Fillet, Shrimp Creole, Egg Rolls, Hush Puppies, Cajun Rice,
Corn on the Cob, White Beans, Potato Wedges.
4 P.M.-9 P.M.
32 Item Salad Bar and 29 Item Dessert Bar Included With Buffet
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developed jointly by the Caribbean
Conservation Corp. and Wildlife
Conservation International.
"What we did was dream up a
way to finance habitat protection in
Central America," Carr said. Costa
Rica is already profiting handsomely from so-called "ecotourism" in
its national parks, but the money is
not being returned to the parks, he
said.
One of the aims of Paseo Pantera
is make sure that profits from tourism are used to suppon wildlife
areas.
"If we can't make it pay, it
won't last," said Vaughn. "Governments and bureaucrats aren't
going to run forever at a deficit just
to protect sea turtles.''
One solution might be creation
of an international tourism authority to collect funds and,dole them
out to the parks, Carr said. The
emphasis on regional cooperation
— rather than country-by-country
planning — is a critical part of the
Paseo Pantera project, he said.
The project's organizers are also

Steamboat Around Virginia Baked Sliced Ham, Turkey, Cornbread.
Dressing, Southern Fried Chicken, Bar-B-0 Ribs, Country Ham,
Country Fried Steak & Gravy, Cream Corn, Green Beans,
Broccoli & Cheese, Cauliflower & Cheese, Mashed Potatoes, Baked Apples„
Lima Beans, 30 Item Salad Bar, Delicious Dessert Bar Wth Wide Variety

FAMILY
RESTAURANT
527-7275

7 Star Top of Line ACE Exterior

2.99

Sale
Reg. '21.36

Interior Flat
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR
Friday, June 21
Palestine United Methodist
Church Bible School/7 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./J.U. Kevil
Center. South 10th Street
Extended, Mayfield.
-The Sound of Music"/8
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Info/759-1752.
Popularity Showboat/8
p.m./Kentucky Dam State Park.
(Cont'd on page 7)

BRIDAL
\REGISTRY,
We are pleased to
announce that Hazel
Scott Gilbert recent
bride of Don Bert
Gilbert, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Hazel and Don
were nzarned June
8, 1991.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North

Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Nance-Jaco vows solemnized June 1
Miss Kristi Caryl Nance and Stephen Wayne Jaco were married
Saturday, June I. at Whitehaven
Mansion, Paducah.
The Rev. Mark Long officiated
at the ceremony said at 6:30 p.m.
Kathy Copeland was pianist.
The bride is the daughter of
Bobby Nance of 90 Martin Circle,
Paducah, and of Mrs. Anita Carroll
of Rt. 1, Kirksey.
The groom is the son of One
Jaco of Rt. 2, Lexa, Ark., and of
Mrs. Shirley Killett of 805 Joy,
Paris, Tenn.
Given in marriage by her father,
the bride wore a pink satin gown
overlaid with off white Chantilly
lace. The 3/4 length princess scam
dress had a scoop neckline made
from tulle along with a tulle train
topped off by a pink satin bow.
Her veil was attached to a pill
box hat matching the dress with a
tulle bow. She carried a dozen bridal pink roses tied with tulle.
Miss Melissa Hamilton was the
maid of honor. The bridesmaid was
Miss Kim Killett.
Rusty Pigg was best man. Ushers
were Michael Elkins, Rodney'
Nance and Jason Jaco.
A reception followed the ceremony at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Nance, Paducah.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Jaco will
reside in Marks, Miss., where he
will coach football and basketball
at Delta Academy.
Both the bride and groom are
1991 graduates of Murray State
University. Mr. Jaco is a 2nd
lieutenant in the 890th Engineer
Co., out of Paris, Tenn., and is currently at Officer Basic Course at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
The rehearsal dinner as hosted
by Mr. and Mrs. One Jaco on Friday. May 31, at Executive Inn.
Paducah.

PENNY PAPER SALE
Buy one single roll
of selected in-stock
wallpaper
Get 2nd single roll for
Cthil
306 Main St. 759-4979

Exterior Paint

$3.00 Off

IkBINET CRAfT -ELIT-E
(
11.116,,

NOW
OPEN

Custom look quality in cherry, oak,
hickory, maple and laminates without
custom prices.
More than 40 outstanding door styles.
Over 65 features available in
traditional or contempory styles.

KraftPAaid
1918 Coldwater Rd.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Independence United Methodist Church will have revival services starting Sunday. June 30, and continuing through Wednesday. July 3. The
Rev. Paul McAdoo, pastor of Henderson First-Trinity Charge in the Jackson District of United Methodist Church, will be the evangelist for the
services at 7 p.m. each evening. Special music will be at each service.
The pastor, the Rev. Kendrick Lewis, invites the public to attend.

Edwards reunion Sunday
SunThe descendants of Bird Edwards will have their annual reunion on
at 1
begin
will
event
The
Building.
Community
Farmington
day. June 30, at
to
urged
are
members
family
All
lunch.
basket
p.m. Each one should bring a
attend.

Murray Lodge plans event
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will have Past Masters
Night on Monday, July 1, at the Masonic Hall on Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road, at Johnny Robertson Road. Also 25, 40 and 50 year members
will be honored. Wives are invited to attend. A potluck supper will be served
at 6:30 p.m.

Swimming times changed

Owen Norsworthy

759-1007

South Marshall reunion Saturday
The 1961 graduating class of South Marshall High School will have its
30-year reunion on Saturday, June 29, at South Marshall Junior High
School. Those planning to attend, but have not responded yet, should contact Judy Filbeck at 1-527-8252.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Wayne Jaco

their teaching excellence in the
Ashland Oil, Ind. 1990-91 Golden
Apple Achiever Award program.
The honor is part of the company's annual Teacher Achievement Awards program.
Local teachers named were Betty
L. Jackson, teacher at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School, and
Brenda C. Nix, teacher at Calloway
County High School.
"In addition to the 40 teachers
who received cash awards in the
Ashland Oil teacher achievement
program, our judges believe that
these teachers exhibited extraordinary professionalism and commitment to educational excellence,"
said Dan Lacy, vice president of
corporate communications.

The Golden Apple Achiever
Awards recognize teachers who
were judged as being in the top 15
percent of all the teachers who
were nominated and applied for the
achievement awards in Kentucky,
West Virginia, Ohio and Minnesota, explained Lacy.
"The Golden Apple certificate is
one way we can say 'thank you' to
teachers who are training tomorrow's business leaders in their
classrooms today," Lacy added.
"Ashland Oil's educational focus
this year is on the importance of
businesses working closely with
schools to improve and enhance the
learning process. We owe teachers
who fulfill this dream our support
and our encouragement," said

Two local students have been
placed on the Dean's List for the
spring semester at Freed-Hardeman
University, Henderson, Tenn.
They are Beth Haley of Farmington and Raybo Dunn of Hazel.
They were two of about 240 stu-

dents to earn this distinction.
Haley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Haley, is a social work
major at the university.
Dunn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Dunn, is an accounting major at the
university.
To be placed on the Dean's List,
a student must earn between a 3.3
and a 3.99 grade point average as a
full-time student.
Freed-Hardcman is accredited by
the Commission on Colleges of the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools to awaard the bachelor's and master's degrees.
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The United Methodist Youth Fellowship of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will sponsor a hamburger and ice cream supper on Sunday, June 30, at 5 p.m. This will be followed by a church-wide singing.
Funds from this 'event will be used for youth activities, according to Doug
and Vickie Grafton, UMYF leaders.

Mary Larue Hollamon born
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Hollamon of At. 9, Box 257, Marion, Ky. 42064, are the
parents of a daughter, Mary Larue, weighing seven pounds 10 ounces, measuring 201/2 inches, born on Sunday, June 23, at 3:12 a.m. at Crittenden
County Hospital, Marion. The mother is the former Dawn Sledd. Both the
new father and mother are teachers in Crittenden County School System.
Grandparents are Mrs. Shirley Hinchee and Aubrey Hollamon, both of Crittenden County, and the late Joe and Larue Sledd of Murray. A greatgrandfather is John Fisher of Florida.

Emily Caroline Scott born
Roger and Marianne Scott of Paducah, formerly of Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Emily Caroline, weighing eight pounds nine ounces,
born on Thursday, May 2. Grandparents are James and Barbara Scott of Rt.
8, Murray, and Sam and Betty Duvall, Canton Shores, Cadiz. Greatgrandparents are James and Irene Mitchuson, Belmont Drive, Murray, and
Owen and Ethel Farris, Fox Meadows, Murray, the late Samuel C. Scott,
and Augusta Lumm of West View Nursing Home, Murray.

The Murray High Athletic Booster Club is sponsoring a 'Tiger Pride Contest for grades K-12 to find a Tiger drawing that will appear on the front of
the 1991-1992 Football and Soccer Program this fall. Each student should
put thier name, age, phone number and address on their entry and deliver it
to the Murray Board of Education office on Poplar Street. All entries should
be delivered by Monday, July 15. The winning entry will appear on the front
cover, while others will appear inside the program.

a

v

Arts and Crafts event planned
The Lake Barkley Homemakers Club will sponsor its 10th Annual Founder's Day Arts and Crafts Show on Saturday, Aug. 24, at Eddyville. To
reserve a space or for more information please call Lisa Adams at
1-388-2930 or Ann Walker at 1-388-2065, or write to Lake Barkley Homemakers, P.O. Box 761, Eddyville, Ky. 42038.

Division unit reunion planned
Fifty years ago the 35th Division was moblized and sent to Camp Robinson, Little Rock, Ark. Returning from the Louisiana Maneuvers on Oct. 11,
1941, a parade was held involving 8,000 troops. Over 50,000 viewed the
parade. Three bands played the national anthem and then had a jam and
jive session. This year, 1991, marks the 50th year mobilization in Little
Rock. All 35th division men are encouraged to come and renew old friendships and join in the celebration of their 50th anniversary with the 35th Division Association's 74th annual reunion on Oct. 3, 4, 5 and 6 at Little Rock.
For more information contact: 35th Division Association, P.O. Box 5004,
Topeka, Kan. 66605.

Laverne Orr has surgery

Mrs. Laverne Orr of Murray recently underwent surgery at St. Joseph
We are pleased to
Hospital, Savannah, Ga. She is now recuperating at the home of her
announce that Lauri daughter, Mrs. Charlene Saunders and husband, Bi4y Joe. Persons may
send her cards and letters to the Saunders' address; 13 Bnarwood Lane,
Guin bride-elect of Richmond Hills, Ga. 31324.
Kevin Thomas, has
Joe Dill hospitalized
made her domestic
Joe Dill of Dover, Tenn., is a patient at
Hospital, Neurological
household Unit, ICU, Nashville, Tenn. 37206. Mr. Dill saidBaptist
and
he would appreciate receiving cards and letters from his friends and relatives in Murray and Calloway
selections through County.
bridal Cub Scout Pack 57 event Saturday
our
registry.
Cub Scout Pack 57 has rescheduled its miniature gott tournament on
June 29, at 5:30 p.m. at Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course and Sports
Lauri and Kevin Saturday,
Center on North 16th Street Extended, Murray. The cost will be S1.50 per
will he married Au- game per child. This was postponed on June 22 because of rain.
gust 10, 1991.
Mark Andrew Stubblefield born

20%OFF

NEW SALON HOURS:

Supper planned Sunday

MHS Club sponsoring contest

Lacy.

Beth Haley, Raybo Dunn named
to Freed-Hardeman Dean's List

•••••

•

2

The 1991 Red Cross Learn to Swim Lessons at Murray-Calloway County
Park are now in session. Peggy Billington, executive director of Calloway
County Chapter of American Red Cross, said the evening classes will now
be from 7 to 8 p.m., starting Monday instead of the time of 6 to 7 p.m. as
previously scheduled. A few openings are available in adult, intermediate,
swimmers, parents and tots, and parents and preschool. Billington said the
Red Cross appreciates the cooperation of the park personnel in letting the
Red Cross swimming lessons continue at these new hours.

Jackson, Nix receive teacher honors
More than 250 teachers in four
states have been recognized for

JO'S DATEBOOK

WAL-MART

Bargain Night
Is
Thursda

Hwy. 641 North

Murray

Jr MIA

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

11.•••t nul • i•i:t iiis
tiu•n 11:.int I,, ill.pm

Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Stubblefield of 1565 Mockingbird Ave., Murray, are
the parents of a son, Mark Andrew, weighing eight pounds three ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on Wednesday, June 12, at 4:16 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother, the former Gail Smotherman, is on
leave from Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs Charles L. Stubblefield, 1611 Sunset Blvd., Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Max H. Smotherman, RI. 1, Box 166, Murray. Paternal great-grandparents
are Mr and Mrs Macon White of Murray.
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McCuiston and Blakely vows
will be solemnized on July 13
Mr. and Mrs. Joe P. McCuiston of Rt. 3, Murray, announce the
approaching marriage of their daughter, Rita Diane, to Ben Keys Blakely
Jr., son of Ben Blakely of Cedar Hill, Tenn., and Mrs. Helen Blakely of
Nashville, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert N.
McCuiston of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs. Emmett McNutt of
Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Beatrice Blakely and the late
Ralph Blakley of Puryear, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Janes of
Nashville, Tenn.
Miss McCuiston is a graduate of Calloway County High and Murray
State University. She is employed as an administrative secretary in the
Student Financial Aid Office at Murray State University.
Mr. Blakely is a graduate of Henry County High School and Nashville
Technical School. He is vice president and partner of Randy Thornton
Company, Inc.
A family wedding is planned for Saturday, July 13.

ces starty 3. The
the Jack't for the
service.
attend.

Friday, June 28
"The Light and the Glory"/8
p.m./Kenlake State Resort Park.

Sunday, June 30
National Scouting Museum/open
12:30-4:30 poi.
AA and Al-Anon/closed metings/4
p.m./American Legion Building,
South
Sixth
and
Maple/Info/759-4059 or 753-7663.

st Masters
orth, Colmembers
be served

ay County
f Calloway
$ will now
7 p.m. as
ermediate,
n said the
letting the

Justin Loren Bearsby celebrated his third birthday on Friday, June
21. Family and friends attended a party in his honor at MurrayCalloway County Park. He is the son of Kevin and Lorraine Bearsby
of Almo. His grandfather is A. Sanderson of Royal Oak, Mich.

Members give program

Saturday, June 29
"Mr. and Miss Freedom Fest"
Pageant/3 p.m./Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University.
Elkins
reunion/I1
a.m./Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
"The Sound of Music"/8
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 5 to 11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
"The Light and the Glory"/8
p.m./Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park.

Members of the Home Department of Murray Woman's Club presented a musical program at the May meeting at West View Nursing
Home. Mary Gertzen was emcee with Clara Humphrey as pianist.
Members pictured are, from left, Marjory Saunders, Dorothy Jennings, LaRue Redden, Hazel Lancaster, Irma La Follette, Clara Humphrey, Margaret Taylor, Jimmie Lee Carmichael and Bobbie Waters.
Prior to the program, the group had lunch at Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.

South Pleasant Grove Club has
meeting at Delpha Taylor home
The final meeting of the South
Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club
for the 1990-91 club year was
Wednesday, June 12, at 1:30 p.m.
at the home of Delpha Taylor.
"Those Pictures on Your Wall"
was the major lesson presented by
Delyghte Humphreys.
Linda Workman, vice president,
presided. The devotion was given
by Clovis Brown.
A discussion was held in regard
to the club's participation in the
upcoming Freedom Fest. It was
decided that club members would
take items for the Homemakers'
Booth.

Newborn, dismissals
released in Thursday
report from hospital

Fourteen members answered the
roll call by telling how many years
they had been in the Homemakers
Club.
Co-hostesses for the coming club
year and the month in which they
will serve were selected.
Refreshments were `:§erved by
Mrs. Taylor and Imogene Paschall,
co-hostesses.
Other members present were
Inez Butterworth, Clarkie Butterworth, Twila Coleman, Estelle
Gooch, Beauton Hart, Donna Jackson, Clovis Jones, Sherrie Paschall
and Freda Humphreys.
The next meeting will be the
second Wednesday in September
rather than third Wednesday as is
usual. That date will be Sept. 11 at
1:30 p.m. with the location to be
announced later.

Singles Organizational
Society/6:30 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce/to carpool to Wickliffe
Mounds. Info/Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeane/753-0224.

Kings and Queens Golf
Tournament/Murray Country
Club.
LBL events include Planetarium
Show/l, 2, 3, 4 p.m./GPVC; Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./HP; Birds of Prey/10
a.m./WNC.

We are pleased to
announce that Virginia Perry bride-elect
of Shawn Harper,
has made her domestic and household
selections through
our _bridal registry.
Virginia
and
Shawn will be married August 3, 1991.

We are pleased to
announce that Allison Taylor brideelect of Michael
McIntosh, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Allison and Michael will he married
August 10, 1991.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Singles Organizational Society/7
a.m./Chamber of Commerce/to caravan to Memphis, Tenn.
Archaeology Weekend/Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center/
Wickliffe.
Bennie Purcell's Mid-South Tennis Camp for boys and girls, 10 to
18/Murray State University.
Info/762-4150.

Cub Scout Pack 57 Golf
Tournament/5:30 p.m./Sullivan's.

Upward Bound Reunion/Curris
Center, Murray State University.
Archaeology Weekend/Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center/
Wickliffe/9 a.m.
The Harmonaires/ 7 : 3 0
p.m./Summer in the Park at Paris
Landing State Park.
LBL events include Planetarium
Show/l, 2, 3, 4 and 7:30
p.m./GPVC; Deer Up Close!/9:15
a.m., Return of the Red Wolf/11
a.m. and Eagles Up Close!/2
p.m./WNC; Iron Industry/10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m./HP.
Sunday, June 30
Mr. and Mrs. Norville (Red)
Cole/50th wedding reception/
Murray Woman's Club/2-4 p.m.
Family requests guests not bring
gifts.

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday. June 27,
have been released as follows:

reunion/l0
Compton
a.m./Courthouse pavilion/MurrayCalloway County Park.

Newborn admission
Taylor baby boy, parents, Peggy
and James, 535 A East Washington,
Parts, Tenn.
Dismissals
Timmy Cunningham, Rt. 1, Box 28,
Murray; Justin Mitchuson, Rt. 4, Box
556, Benton;
Mrs. Bonnie Kincannon, Rt. 1, Box
376A, Hardin; Mrs. Beverly Hainley,
Ftt. 2, Box 226,-2, SpAngville, Tenn.;
Leon Burkeen, Rt. 1, Box 728, Dexter; Hubert Milton Lawrence, 505 Elm
St., Murray,
Carl Usrey, Box 24, Kirksey, Mrs.
Chnstiane Stubblefield, 111 Hickory
Dr., Murray.

Operation Thanks service/1:30
p.m./Locust Grove Church of
Nazarene, north of Kirksey.
Hamburger and ice cream
supper/5 p.m./South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church.

Tammy Mahan, daughter of
James and Joanne Mahan of Rt.
1, Box 167, Hazel, is a contestant
in the 1991 Murray-Calloway
County Fair Queen Contest to be
July 29 at 7 p.m. at Murray State
College Lovett Auditorium. The
event is sponsored by Murray
Woman's Club in cooperation
with Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees. Mahan is a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High
School where she was a member
of the Pep Club and FBLA. She
is also an active member of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
church. She enjoys art, swimming, skiing and spending time
with her family and friends. She
plans to attend Murray State
University to major in psychology. Her goal is to pursue a career
as a child psychologist and hope
one day to become the mother of
a large family.

Open Gardens • June 271 h-30th
Featuring Dayliles, Hosta, Peonies & Iris
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Murray Art Guild/open 1-4 p.m.
with reception for Emily Wolfson.

"The Light and the Glory/8
p.m./Kentucky Dam Village State
Park.

ova United
er on Sune singing.
g to Doug

Stephen Durbin, right, quartermaster for H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post
6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars, presents Ben Graves, director of
Calloway County Public Library, with a check for two books. Thr
books are being presented to the library in memory of Robert I.
Wright, VFW Post member, who died June 9, 1991.

Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American
Legion building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
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3 BIG DAYS..FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY
JUNE 28", 29" & 30"

I SAVE $2.00
55 PORTRAITS
WITH THIS COUPON I

Custom Framing - Vacuum Mounting - Shrink Wrapping

11/2 Mlles on Hwy.94 E,turn left on Van Cleave Rd., 1/2
mile turn left on Bethel Church Rd., 1/2 mile turn left on
Cook Rd. 1$1 house on left.

753-2993

I

NOW ONLY

I

$7.95
pi., ,95
stetng tee

(Reg. $9.95) gy
a One 8 x 10, Two 5 x 7's (approx. size), 24-Billfolds
Ten Wallets and 18 Mini-Portraits
0

I
Rules • T-Squares • Acrylics • Pastels
Oils • Water Colors • Canvas and much more!

Including
24 Billfolds
NEW

.
Achertoled package ociuchis tracknonei poses Only LOTII one spec's, package per subtect Black end
',,re
backgrounds and spscuil athicts portrarts not evakable on adverksed pockage NW velrd rah any °the, ooe,
AN IVAN NAMOCIA41 NIVMASA lind groups o1 no MOND than no $2 00 per adchtronio subfect PoSeS OW

I
LWOW

SHOOTING DAYS/DATES: Thurs. thru Mon.
June 27 - July 1
PHOTOGRAPHER HOURS: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Daily
12:30-5 p.m. Sunday
Hwy. 641 North — Murray
Erciusnely

AGFA•

on,ducas gm)
warming
,momer
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This page is made possible by
these firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.
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Thornton Tile and Marble

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing on Metal Stamping Dies,
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding
759-4851
506 Industrial Road, Murray
Ciso•C

edicine
oppe

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

Martin Davenport
R.Ph. Owner
759-9245
12th & Olive

Lc-niers

f'rr•.--r

Come Visit Our Showroom At
612 S. 9th Street
Open: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-4.30 p.m
753-5719

next ti Sun.:

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED, INC.
Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415
ADVANTAGE:

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

ADVENTISTS

.
SEVENTH liAY ADVENTIST
rn
Sat 9 15 a
Sabbath School
Sat II 00• in
Worship

CHARLIE'S
BAPTIST

SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE
Charlie Adams Pharmacist 753-4175
Glendale At Whitnell (Accoss From Ledger 6 Times)
Closed Sundays

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr — 759-1400

r•-•
a —1

Carroll
Tire Inc.

ou

753-1489 • 1105 Pogue (Just behind Toyota of Murray)

Mar-lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Thur.
Hours: Tues. &
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

•Certified
Teacher

•Custom Orders
•Supploes
Rt 1, Murray
753-2540

WAI:MART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995

PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

753 5273

701 mom St

COMPLIMENTS OF

CO.
SEED753-5742
TAYLOR
Road

Lynn Grove

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

804 Chestnut

753-6656

HOLLAND DRUGS

Eostsid• Court Squaro • Downtown Murray
15*. Cosh Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

m64u1rrNa'.y
SHONE%
OF MURRAY

753-9257

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011
°

.
, BLOOD RIVER
11 00 a m
Morning WorsMp
6 00 p m
Evening WorsMp
CHERRY CORNER
Sands" School
Werth"
Chard' Timms
Wegmeley

10
II am. & 6
5
7

CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
10 00• in
Sunday School
Ii am 115pm
Worship
COLD% ATER.
VI 00 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Services
COLDV•ATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
646 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Services
6 00 p m
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
4 30 pm
Medneeday Sone
10 00• m
Sunday School
11 00 am
Worship Service
600prn
Sunday Night
ELM GRO‘E BAPTIST
I I 00 a m
Morning Worship
4 46 p m
Evening Worship
I hitle.ANUEL MISSIONARY
11 00• m
Morning Worship
6 30 p m
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11 (Barn
Morning %Worship
4 00 pm
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
9 30• m
Sunday School
10 45 a m & 7 p m
Worship
00 p m
6
Church Training
FLINT BAPTIST
10 00 a m
Sunday School
ii 00• m
Morning Worship
6 45 pin
Evening Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9 45 a in
Sunday School
1130 s.m . 1: am I> p m
-ens
..
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 OD• m
Sunday School
II 00• m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
0 OD 0 0%
770 a in
Wednesday Everung

'VICTORY BAPTIST
10 00 a rn
Sunday School
II 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p rn
E‘ening Worship

WEST FORK
11 00• m
Mormiur Worship
6 00 p m
Sunday Evening
%Wednesday Evening 7 00 p m

WESTS1DE BAPTIST CHURCH
930 • m
Sunday School
10 30 • m & 6 p m
Worship
7 pm
Wednesday

UNION GROVE
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9 00 a m
Bible Classes
10 00 a m
Worship
6 00 p in
WEST MURRAY
10 50• m
Morning %Worship
6 COpm
Evening %Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
-1000 • m
, School
funds'
' 11 00 • m
Morning Worship
MT CARMEL
10 • m
Worship
11 • m
Sunday School
Worship MT HEBRON
10 • m
11 i m
Sunday School

9 •M
6 pm
700 pm

Morning
Evening
Wednesday

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
II 00 a m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 45 a m
11 00 a m
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a m
Sunday School
Morning Worship,'
10 45 a m
6 00 p m
Evening

urrus

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 19th St
10 am
Ur-remiss Mint
11.20 sm.
Ssoday Samar
Relief Seaway sod
1230 fo.i.
Pr mathood

ST HENRYS
CATHOLIC CHURCH
500 pm
Saturday
900 •.m
Sunday
ST LEOS
CATHOLIC CHURCH
6°00 pm Set_
M•seet
SOO a re Sunday
10 00 •.m Sunday

11 00 a in
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10 CO a m
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
10 00 a m
Sunday School
II 00• m
Morning Service
Pastor William .1 Pratt

EPISCOPAL

CIIIIIMAII
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9-00 am
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Worship
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
1030 •.m
Worship
930 am
Bible School
6:00 pm
Evening Service

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES

5:13 p.m.

Daily Evening Prwer

I

INDEPENDENT

NAZARENE
1.0CUST GROVE CHURCH
11 00 a in
Morning Worship
10 00• in
Sunday School
6 00 pm
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
9 45 • in
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 pm
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship 6 30 pm

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
930 • m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10.30 • m
NEW LIEF: CHRISTIAN CENTER
4011 Main Street
930 • m
Sunday School
10 45 • m
Worship
7 pm
Wednesday
AGAPE CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Sunday School
10 • in
II am
Sonde', Service
7 pm
Wednesday Service
759 9862

16.34 Main SL, Murray
Sunday
1030 • in
Sunday Scheel
1030.wi
2nd Wed
7 30 pm
Reeding Scm Every Wet 1E3 p.m.

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

MILLER
FUNERAL HOME
311 North 4th Murray, 10
Hazel, 10

GOt:DEN taix
Et
44
%

SIRLOIN .1111. 4.6seroacAne
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

HOMEPLACE
FAMILY RESTAURANT
—Daily Luncheon and Dinner Buffet759-1864
1906 Coldwater Rd.

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
(-7.nerui 3tonie, .gric

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
10 OD a m
Sunday School
II a 17, a 7 p rn
K0r.hlp
CALVARY TEMPLE
10 00 • in .
Sunday School
11 sin & 6:30 p.m
Worship
DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
10 a in
Sunday School
11 am L 6pm
Worship
7 am
Saturday

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
930 • m
Public Talk
10 30 • m
Watchtower Study

CHOICE SY CHRIST

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED

ST .1(0-1% S EPISCoPs1
1620 V1 Main
,
'930 ••••
lloly Eucharist

CIITIHIN.IC

Cain's0

worship

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Sr
RAY SAINTS

THE CHURCH OF JESUS
AIM O CHURC.H OF CHRIST
CHRIST-Almo Heights
Bible School
9.00 a m
10 00 a m
Sunday School
9 50 a m
Morning Worship
Worship Servicell a m & 7 p m
600pm
Evening Worship
APOSTOLIC
FAITH
COLDWATER
CHURCH
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
IMMANUEL LUTHY.RAN
2205 Coldwater Rd
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
Sunday School &
10-11 a in 7 CO p in
Sun Ser
9 30 a in
DEXTER
Bible Class
10 30* rr
FAITH TABERNACLE
10 50 a rn
Morning Worship
Worship
milea east of Almo
p
6 00
3
Evening Worship
in
10 00 a m
Sunday School
FRIENDSHIP
11 am & 7pm
m
a
00
10
Sunday School
Worship
11 03 a
rs
Morning Worship
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
in11117110DIsT
10 • m
GREEN PLAIN
Sunday School
i
l'NITEI
BETHEL
11 • rn & 6 pm
Worship
io cc a in
Bible Study
7 pm
9 30• in
Morning Worship
Wednesday
10 45 a in
Morning Service
10 30• in
Sunday School
JENNY RIDGE
600pm
Evening Worship
2nd & 4th Sun Night 6 00 p in
PENTECOSTAL
7 30 p in
Wed Worship
700 p in.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Saturday Evening
HAZEL CHURCH
1030 a in & 7 p.m.
10 00 a m
Sunday School
Worship
OF CHRIST
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
10 00 a in
Bible Study
/AMWAY eFIrRCH OF GOD
1st & 3rd Sun Night 7 00 p in
11 a m
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
Morning Worship
6p m
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
Worship
7 00 p m
Mid We're Worship
COLDWATER
TRINITY CHISISTIAN CENTER
HICKORY GROVE
11 a m
Worship
10 a m
Sunday School
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10 a.m.
Sunday School
II • in
Worship
900 • m
Sunday School
TRINITY MISSION
10 30 •m
Morning Worship
1000 • m
Sunday School
600 pm
Evening Worship
COLE S CAMPGROUND
II am & 7 pm
Worship
9 00
Worship Service
KIRKSEY CHURCH
9 45
Sunday School
OF CHRIST
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10 00 a m
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Sunday School
10 00 a m
10 50 a m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 (Barn .800 p in
Worship
11 00-7 30 pm
7pm
Worship Serv
Evening Worship
FIRST
METHODIST
APOSTOLIC
LAKE LAND
,Sunday & Wednesdays.
10 50 a in
Worship
NT OLIVE
CHURCH
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10 00 a in
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Services
in
a
00
Service
11
Worship
6 00 p m
10 00 a in
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Sunday School
11 (Barn
Morning Worship
GOSHEN METHODIST
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
10 00• in
Church School
NEW CONCORD
Service
o 00 a in
Worship
9 SO • m & 6 Pin
Worship
6 30 pm
FIRST PRESBYTERIA.N
Evening Ser Wor
9 a in
Bible Classes
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
910 • in
OAK GROVE
7 pm
Wednesday
School
11
in
Sunday
a
00
Worship
in
p
30
10 45 •in
59
m
a
il
Worship
NEW PRO'. IDENCE
10 00 a in
Worship
10•in
LIBERTY CUMBE.IRLAND
Sunday School
6-60 •le
Manning Sarno§
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10 00 •11
Sunday School
OW1CNS CHAPEL
Evening Service
6-00 p ill
10 00• in
Sunday School
1100 sin
10 OD
Worship Service
Sunday School
PLEASANT VALLEY
in
a
00
Worship
11
Morning
03
ii
PLEASANT
MOUNT
Preaching
Morning Worship
10 45• in
KI FOSSE Y UN ITED
1100 • in
5 SO
Morning Worship
Prayer Unice
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
10 00 a m
700 pin
Sunday School
6 00
Evening Worship
Ow ch
SECOND STREET
11
in
a
00
Worship
Morning
GROVE
NORTH
PLEASANT
SPRING
POPLAR
Worship
Morning W
10 45 a M
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
945 • in
Sunday School
10 •is
Sunday Scheel
Evening Worship
6 00 o rn
11 00 am
Worship Service
II • en & 7 pm
Worship
GLENDALE ROAD
LYNN GROVE
OAK
GROYE
BAPTIST
SALEM
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 40 • in
ship Service
inWor
% 10 00 • rn
Sunday School
11 00•
Morning Worship
9 a.m.
Wcoslim
10 45• in
Church School
Worship
7 15 p in
Evening Worship
asa
10
Sias Study
MARTIN S CHAPEL UNITED
700 pm
&
in
•
00
II
Service
SCOTTS GROVE
11 pm
idup
Fwamg Ws
9 30• m
Worship Service
II 00• In
S21
Worship Service
Wei Mee Sway
10 30• m
School
pm
Sunday
7
II OR p rn
Evening Worship
—

HAZEL BAPTIST
11 00 a m
Worship
10 Oa a m
Sunday School
5 00 p m
Church Training
4 00 p m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10 00• m
Sunday School
11 00a m
Worship Service
5 30 p m
Evening Service
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11 (Barn
Morning Worship
7 30 p rn
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a in 6
Preaching
4 00 p in
7 OD p in
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
11 00• in
Morning Worship
7 00 p rn
Evening Worship
LONE OAK PRIOUTIVE
2 00 p in
lit Sunday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
BAPTIST
MEMORIAL
10 50 a in
Morning Worship
4 00 p rr.
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
9 30 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a in
Worship
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
11 00•-rn
Morning Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
11 00• rn
Morning Worship
7 00 p in
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDE NCE
10 00•in
Sunday Schist./
11 00•in
Preaching Serv
4 00 0 m
NwittUy Service

04=1111P.0.4•111111141.

West View Nursing Home
or•=00•011•1 D

401 South 16th Street P 0 Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
r [PHONE
LOWELL K. BECK
1502)753 1304
ADtv1INISTRA FOP

LUTHERAN

PRESBYTERIAN

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
753-9164
S. 12th & Glendale

L

Southside
Shopping
759-4796
Center
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"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"
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1008 Chestnut
753-3314
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Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall
Robert Tabers, Owner
Corner of 299 & 464
P.O. Box 6 Kirksey, Ky. 42054 489-2126

13199IY wiggly
OPEN 111011.-FRI. 21 HOURS A DAY; SAT. I StX 7 A.K.IIONIGHT-HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.

entucky Fried Chicke
Jack Marshall

Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right"
Call In Orders 753 7101
205 N 12th

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

KOP,F',ETRUD

753 5312

401 Olive

753-1222

711 Main

:•
:-

ROY'S
Hwy. 94 E

DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKendree-Pharmactst
753-2380
Olympic Plaza

Hoffman's

759-4512
Serving Breakfast

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT

753-6779

408 N. 4th

Jimmy Lamb, Owner

Compliments o
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753-6800

713 S. 4th St.

753-6168

501 N. 4th
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am
pm
p in
poi

SINKING SPRING
il 00 a in
Morning Worship
7 30 p m
Evening Worship
SPRING CREEK
00. m
10
Sunday School
II 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 45 p m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Training Union
ST JOHN
9 30• m
Worship
Sunday School
K a5 a m
10
SUGAR CREE
Ii 00• m
Morning Worship
11 45 p m
Evening Worship

6 a m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 pm.

Arbls

Miiiray Ledger & Times

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th

753-8841

Keel's Vacuum
Sales and Service
(UPS Shipping Service Available)

753-2706

Bel-Air Center

ED

Kentucky
Lake Oil Co.

Serving Western Kentucky
and Western Tennessee
Chestnut St.
763-1323
S. 4th St.
Shell

CA LLOWA Y
MONUMENT WORKS
Markers Since 1932
James Smothers — Owner

Quality Monuments &

733-1062

1707 W. Mein
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Churches release information about Sunday's services
Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, June 30,
as follows:
First Christian
Chaplain (Major) Samuel Boone will
speak about 'Giving Your All" with
scripture from Psalm 121 and Mark
14:3-9 at 10 a.m. service. The Chancel
Choir, directed by Lee Kern, will sing
'
If My People Assisting will be Melanie Dawson, Barbara Pursley, Vivian
Sykes, Don McCord, David Poynor,
Scott Marvin, Terri Benton, Jim Boone,
Helen Campbell, Jo Crass, Raylene
Gage!, Hester Gray, Ron Gray and
Judy Lyle. Sunday School will be at 9
a.m. with Junior High Group at 4:30
p.m. and Senior High Group at 5:30
p.m.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak at 1045 a.m. and 7 p.m. services The ordinances of baptism and
The Lord's Supper will be at the morning hour. An ordination service for
Gary Jones and Eugene Waggoner
will be at evening hour. Steve Littlefield will direct the music with Margaret
Wilkins and Lisa Ray as accompanists. The Sanctuary Choir will sing
'
The Star-Spangled Banner' at morning hour and Littlefield will sing "Why
Have You Chosen Me' at evening
hour Dr. Paul Lyons, deacon of the
week, David Parker and Dr. Tom
Hogancamp will assist. Sunday School
will be at 9.30 a m., Library open at
830 arn and 630 p.m., Blood Drive
at 12 noon, Acteens at 4:45 p.m., and
Discipleship Training, GAs, RAs and
Sign Language Class at 6 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Ray Koehn from the Mennonite
Church will tell about the history of his
churches and their beliefs at 10:45
a.m. service. The Church will sing an
anthem, 'Like As A Father' with Pat
Bombe as interim choir director and
organist. Assisting will be Sal and
Frances Matarazzo. No Sunday
School will be held.
St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eurcharist will be celebrated at 9:30 a.m. Fr. Robert Ahlennius will preside and preach, assisted
by Nancy Schempp, Jim Schempp and
Barbara Ahlenius. Host households
will be Sanders, Raj and Vied.
Eastwood Baptist
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will speak
about 'Tears in Heaven" at 11 a.m.
service and about 'Time and Eternity
Contrafted" at 6 p m. service. Grim
Mayall will direct the music with April
Mack and Susan Reynolds as accompanists. Loma Borders and Gunner
Nance will sing solos at morning hour.
At the evening hour the Junior Choir
and the Todd Family will sing, along
with a solo by Richard Lomax. Assisting will be the Rev. Steve Todd, the
Rev Randolph Allen, Rick Beam,
Brent Evans, Calvin Todd, Max Dowdy, John Brittain, Anthony Manning,
Bob Tanner, David Lee and Michael
Cutini. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and Junior Church at 11 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
about 'Desiring A good Work" with
scripture from I Timothy 3:1-7 at 9
a.m. service. Dal BArrett and Mike
Dale will speak about 'What Day That
Will Be' with scripture from Matthew
25:31-33 at 6 p.m. service. Assisting
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will be Jerry Bolls, song leader, Jerry
Ainley, Randy Hutchens, Jerry Fulton,
Harry Russell, Bill Nix, Raybo Dunn,
Andy Rose, Jim Thurmond, B. Steve
Simmons, Joe Thornton, James Suiter,
Kelly White, Kenny Hoover and Dennis
Jones. Bible classes will be at 9 a m
West Fork Baptist
Revival services will begin at 11
a.m. with the Rev. Don Short as
evangelist. Music will be directed by
Alvin Usrey with Brenda Wyatt and
Janet Arnold as accompanists. Keith
Inman will sing at morning hour and
Karla Blakely at evening hour Dale
Arnold will be deacon of the week.
High attendance Sunday will be Sunday School hour at 10 a.m., according
to Rev. Lawson Williamson, pastor.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Rudy Brandt of Cave City
will speak about "When Life Tumbles
In, What Then?' with scripture from
Lam. 3:22-33. Assisting will be Doug
Helmich, Mike Friebel, Ralph Lorenz,
Arnold Ronna and Einar and Shirley
Jenstrom. Sunday School and Bible
classes are at 9:30 a.m.
New Concord
Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at 10
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Bible Classes will be at 9 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about 'How Can I Believe In A
God I Cannot See" with scripture from
Hebrews 11:6 at 10:30 a.m. service.
Tommy Scott will direct the music with
Patsy Neale and Sherma Scott as
accompanists. The Adult Choir will
sing 'God Bless the USA"b and Emily
Scott will sing 'Love" at morning hour.
The Youth will lead the service at 6
p.m. with the ordinance of baptism to
be observed. Sunday School will be at
930 a.m.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Nowell Bingham, pastor.
will speak about 'I Believe in God" with
scripture from Isaiah 40:25-30 and
John 1:14-17 at 8130 and 10:50 a.m.
services. Acolytes will be Andrew
Bright and Christian Carter. Marge
Shown will sing a solo, 'America the
Beautiful," at 8:30. The Chancel Choir
with Kim Black as director and Joan
Bowker as organist will sing an
anthem, 'Challenge and Victory Hymn
Medley,' at 10:50 service. Church
School will be at 9:45 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. services. Music will be directed by Donald
Smith and Glenda Rowlett and Teresa
Suiter as accompanists. Sunday
School with Dwayne Fulkerson as
director and Church Training with Bill
Outland as director and Junior and
Youth Choir at 6 p.m.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev, James T. Garland, pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m
services. Richard Vance will be deacon of the week. Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with with Oneida
White and Roger Hutson as accompanists. A Freedom Fest in honor of all
veterans will be at morning hour. Solos will be sung by Ruth Ann Taylor,
Clint Taylor and Denise Lassiter. Sunday School with Joe B. Adams as
director will be at 9:45 a.m. and Discipleship Training with Charles Overcast
as director will be at 5:30 p m

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

•

By H.C. CHILES
Ezra's Religious Reform
God times events and works all
things together for good to those who
love Him. When He gives His people
a work to do, He expects them to
perform it. In doing so they may
encounter opposition and discouragement, but He will supply that which is
necessary for its completion. For the
hour of crises, God always has His
men in preparation, who will do their
pan in awakening the right convictions in the hearts of others as they
may be needed. Ever mindful of the
needs of His people, God was preparing Ezra, a direct descendent of
Aaron, for the task to which He was
going to call him at the proper time.
Ezra was a man of great ability and
consecration. He was a priest by birth,
but the work for which he is remembered was that of a scribe, which was
in his days was a highly, holy, and
honorable one.
The Acknowledgement - Ezra 9:1015
When Ezra and those who accompanied him arrived in Jerusalem, he
immmediately inquired into the state
of affairs existing there. He was
informed that many of the men had
married women from the surrounding
nations and had adopted and were
indulging in their pagan practices.
Ezra's consternation and sense of
shame and horror caused him to tear
his clothes, pull out some of his hair
and beard, and prostrate himself in
distress and grief. Ezra marveled at
the fact that God had not already
destroyed them because of their great
disobedience to Him.
The Accusation - Ezra 10:10-11
When the multitude assembled in
Jerusalem, Ezra arose in their midst,
acquainted them with the reason for
their meeting together, and accused
them of adding to their former iniquities which had been the cause of their
being taken into captivity, by taking
unto themselves foreign and idolatrous wives, in violation of God's law.
Ezra challenged and exhorted the
people to confess their sin, to repent
thereof, to obey God's expressed will,
to separate themselves from the people of the land, and not enter into any
covenants or alliances with them in
the future, and to separate themselves
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from their foreign wives.
The Answer - Ezra 10:12
Thoroughly convinced that Ezra
was right in what he had said to them,
the people expressed their willingness
and readiness to do as they had been
commanded. Doubtless it must have
been a difficult and heartbreaking
experience for them to send their
wives and children back to the respective places from whence the women
had come and not see them again, but
they recognized that it was necessary
to avert the wrath ofGod,to enjoy His
blessings, to fulfill their mission, and
to preserve the remnant from extinction.

South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Tracy Burkeen, serving at Story s
Chapel, will speak at 10:45 a m service. 'Freedom' will be sung by the
Spirit Ensemble The Church Choir
with Truman Whitfield, as director will
sing 'American Trilogy' with Tommy
Gaines and Kathy Erwin as accompanists. Assisting will be Knsta Doran
Timmy Sons, Effie Barnes, Emily
Mahan, Emily Thomas, Jena Thomas,
Krisy Whitfield, Michelle Doran and
Ashley Lowe. Sunday School will be at
9:45 a.m., Hamburger and Ice Cream
Supper at 5 p.m , and Fifth Sunday
Singing at 6 p.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Robert Johnson, pastor.
will speak at 8.30 and 11 a m services A Priase and Worship service
will be at 6 p m Orbs Guthrie will be
deacon of the week. Kevin Rudicil will
direct the music with Dwane Jones
iirxi Susan Jones as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m.,
Deacons' meeting at 4:30 p.m. and
Choir Rehearsal at 5:15 p.m.
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
will present a lesson in the 10 a.m.
preaching/teaching session. Evangelistic service will begin at 6 p.m.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, will
speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. Assisting will be Wayne Cathey,
deacon of the week. Curt Simmons,
minister of music, will direct the music
with Tonya Simmons as pianist. Sunday School will be at 9:40 a.m., Vacation Bible School Workers and Disciple
Training at 6 p.m.
University Church of Christ
Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak
about 'The Barrier of Sin' at 10 a.m.
service. A Songfest will be at 6 p.m.
service. Assisting will be Danny Claiborne, song leader, Lloyd Hasty,
Robert Hendon, Lynwood Smith, Blake
Kelley, Gary Mathis, Mark Ferguson,
Mack Harris, Bobby Bazzell, Billy
Pritchard, John Gallagher, Jay Simmons, Charles Williams, Hemp W.
Brooks, Prentice Dunn and Travis
Hammack. Bible classes will be at 9
a.m.
St. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
and 8 and 10 a.m. Sunday with Fr.
Larry McBride as pastor. Assisting will
be Nathan Reed, Jason Tidwell, Victor
Fromm, Eleanor Cavanaugh, Al
Paluch, Mary Gertzen, Al Gay, Richard
Kirby, Matthew Pate, Virginia Smart,
Paul Maggard, Lorraine Maggard,
Janes Blair, Zach Cunningham, Chanler Casper, Anne Gorrell, Sussie
Thieke, Cindy Cripps, Marcia Westphal, Joyce Tidwell, John Clark and
Marie Clark.
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev. Susan Allsop-Atkinson,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service
with Marine Beach as lay assistant.
Becky Miller will be in charge of children's church. Acolytes will be Dana
Parker and Lora Sexton. Jo Lovett will
be nursery supervisor. Music will be
directed by Robert Cochrum with Donna Parker and Pat Brunn as accompanists. Sunday School with Ronnie
Hutson as director will be at 10 a.m.
Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev. Dan M. Leslie, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Ron Pace will direct the music with
Clarice Norsworthy and Janice Hays
as accompanists. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m.
Christian Science
Services will be at 10:30 a.m. Sunday and 7:30 p.m. each second Wednesday. Reading Room will be open
from 12 noon to 3 p.m. on Wednesday
and Saturday.
New Life Christian Center
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. The Rev.
Karen Welch and Tony Powell will lead
praise and worship. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m.
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. W.A. Erwin will direct the music
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
as accompanists. Sunday School with
Lewis Warner as superintendent will
be at 10 a.m. and Children's Church at
11 a.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
The Rev. Eugene Burkeen, pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. service with Rex

Smith as song leader and Jimmy Wilson as pianist Sunday School with
T C Hargrove as director will be at 10
am
Murray Church of God
Dale Robinson, pastor, will speak at
11 a m and 6 p.m. services Sunday
School will be at 10 am.
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvm Hall, pastor, will
speak at 2.45 p.m service Bible
Study will be at 2 p.m.
Ferguson Springs Baptist
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m services
Roy Skinner will direct the music with
Vivian Stom as accompanist. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Calvary Temple
The Rev. E.F. Clere, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. service Sunday School will be at 10 a_rn
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will direct the
music with Faye Childress as pianist
Sunday School with Jimmy Burkeen as
director will be at 10 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev, Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Mark Hardison will direct the music
Sunday School with Marty Futrell as
director will be at 10 a.m. and Church
Training with Ricky Stewart as director
will be at 6 p.m.
Martin's Chapel United Methodist
The Rev . Thomas E. Cary Jr., pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. service
Ralph Robertson will direct the music
with Edwina Petrie as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10:30 a.m.

Temple Hill United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 10 am service with Janna Hopkins as music director. Sunday
School with Benny Herndon as superintendent will be at 11 a.m.
New MI. Carmel Baptist
The Rev Sammy Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m
services Sunday School with Russell
Moss as superintendent will be at 10
a.m.
Russell Chapel United Methodi.3t
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 9.45 a m service with Red
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
Brown as pianist. Sunday School will
be at 1045 a.m.
New Providence Baptist
The Rev. Willie Odell Colson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Independence United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 11 a m, service with
Richard Dowdy as song leader and
Patricia Lassiter as pianist. Sunday
School with Howard Coy as superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Sky Lowe-McCracken,
pastor, will speak from Mark 5:21-43 at
11 an. service. The Adult Choir will
sing with Karen Coles and Sharon
Myatt as accompanists. Sunday
School with Frank Coles as director
will be at 10 am
Flint Baptist
The Rev. Ronnie McPhearson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6.45 p m

Good Shepherd United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr., pastor, will speak at 8:30 and 11 a.m. services. Diana Tatlock will direct the
music with Margaret Kennedy and Betty Poole as accompanists. Sunday
School will be at 10 a m. and UMYF at
5 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. Jackie Geurin, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Bobby Manning will direct the music
with Marge West and Jennifer Culp as
accompanists. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Lynn Grove United Methodist
The Rev. Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Judy
Kelso will be organist and Cathy Crawford will be in charge of children's
church. Sunday School will be at 10:30
a.m.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 9 a.m. service with
Donald Williams as song leader and
Dean Stephenson as pianist. Sunday
School with Jerry Lassiter as superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training at 5 p.m.

services. Music will be directed by Bill
Miller at 11 a m. and Darren Chapman
at 6.45 p.m. Gina Brandon and Karon
Johnson will be accompanists James
Miller will be deacon of the week Sunday School will be at 10 a.m and Disciple Training with Edward Chapman
as director at 6 p.m
Sinking Spring Baptist
Dr T A Thacker will speak at 11
a.m and 7 p.m services. Michael MOby will direct the music with Laura
Paschall and Rhonda Lamb as accompanists Sunday School will be at 10
am
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FROM THE
PLATTER
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SCRAPBOOK
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By James H. Cain

•

I. When a person is always right, there is something wrong.
2. Don't expect much from the man who talks about what he DID
instead of what he's doing.
3. The Christian should be tall enough to reach Heaven on his
knees.
4. It isn't the load that brings you down - it's the way you carry it.
5. Small opportunities are often the beginning of great enterprises.
Demosthenes
6. The gospel breaks hard hearts and heals broken hearts.
7. What you think means more than anything else in your life. More
than what you earn, more than where you live, more than your social
position, and more than what anyone else may think about you.
George Adams
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YES YOU CAN ...
OWN A HOME
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LET US SHOW YOU HOW

presents a
Peoples Bank and Dees Bank of Hazel are offering you
a slice of the American Dream -- homeownership. Come to
a series of three classes on homebuying beginning July 9.
Participants will learn about budget and credit, the homebuying
process, financial planning and basic home maintenance.
Don't pass up this free opportunity to become a successful
homeowner. To register, contact John Williams at 753-3231
or mail the following form to Peoples Bank,
P.O. Box 470, Murray, KY 42071

Baseball Card & Comic Book Show
June 29 & 30
Kentucky Oaks Mall
Saturday

Paducah, Ky.

10 a.m.-9 p.m.

Sunday

12:30-5:30 p.m.

Ross Insurance Agency
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Come to SEAFOOD EXPRESS
on your birthday and get your age
as a percentage off your ticket
prIlis ID

SEAFOOD EXPRESS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANT & MARKET
oly1T1piC Plan
753-6149
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Brooks Chapel United Methodist
The Rev Charles E. Morphew. pastor, will speak at 11 a.m service. Sunday School will be at 10 a m
West Murray Church of Christ
James Hahn, minister, will speak
about 'Proper Attitudes' at 10.50 a m.
service and about 'What Should I
Preach?' at 6 p.m. service Song leader will be John McKee. Serving will be
Bob Pervine, Allan White, Ted Belue,
Steve Humphreys, Cory Cummings
and Gary Atkerson. Bible classes will
be at 10 a.m.
First Assembly of God
The Rev. Jerry Hendley, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Sunday School will be at 10 a m
Hardin Baptist
The Rev, Ricky Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 8:30 a m. and 10.30
a.in. and 6 p.m servicei. Max
Lawrence will be song leader with
Martha Lou Lawrence and Shelia Clark
as accompanists. Sunday School will
be at 9.30 a m
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SPORTS
Tyson wants to leave no doubts in Razor rematch
-fki-

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Beating Donovan "Razor" Ruddock
won't be enough for Mike Tyson this time around.
Not after his last win was tarnished by controversy. Not
against a fighter he professes to genuinely dislike.
"I'm going to kill this guy," said Tyson, who meets Ruddock for the second time in three months tonight in a scheduled 12-round heavyweight fight. "I'll knock him out this
time so there's no questions."
There were questions when the two best heavyweights
without a title last fought March 18 in the same ring where
both will again make millions in what could be the most
lucrative non-title heavyweight fight ever.
Most of the questions, however, were posed by referee
Richard Steele, who made a controversial decision to stop the
fight in the seventh round with Ruddock dazed and battered
but still on his feet.

pounds heavier than for their first meeting.
"This time he'll be knocked out cold," Tyson promised.
"I think I came in too light for that fight," Ruddock said.
"It's not going the distance."
"I just came in at my natural weight this time."
Tyson, who will be 25 Sunday, is a 5-1 favorite to hand
While Ruddock's weight made his conditioning suspect, he
Ruddock his second straight loss. Oddsmakers say it's even also did little to dispel persistent rumors that his right arm or
money that the fight won't last 41/2 rounds.
shoulder is injured.
Tyson has made the fight somewhat of a personal vendetta,
Ruddock threw only a few right hands during the first fight,
calling Ruddock a transvestite at a pre-fight press conference and during one sparring session last week barely used the
and threatening to make him his "girlfriend."
hand.
"To be honest with you, I totally have no respact for Razor
"There's no problem," Ruddock said. "I've been so sucRuddock as an individual," said Tyson, who makes no secret cessful with the left that I depended on it too much and I
of the fact he feels he didn't get his full due for beating Rud- abandoned my right."
dock in the first fight.
Ruddock did enjoy some success with his left hand in the
Tyson, despite rumors he trained lightly for the fight, was a first fight, hitting Tyson with some thundering hooks that
trim 216 at Wednesday's pre-fight weigh-in, a pound less than momentarily stopped Tyson's advances.
he weighed for the first fight.
(Cont'd on page 11)
Ruddock, on the other hand, was 238 pounds — a full 10

Hill flirts with no-hitter
as Cardinals down Phillies
ST. LOUIS (AP) — One bad
pitch cost Ken Hill a no-hitter.
"It was a low fastball," said
Hill, whose bid for a no-hitter was
spoiled Thursday by Dickie Thon's
triple in the eighth inning of the St.
Louis Cardinals' 4-2 victory over
the Philadelphia Phillies.
"He's a fastball hitter. He wert
down and got it. And he drove that
ball pretty good."
For 7 1-3 innings, Hill (7-5)
tithed with immortality by relying
On a combination of pitches.
"I had good location on the fastball," Hill said. "I was mixing the
slider with an occasional forkball. I
had the hitters off-balance; you
could see that."
Philadelphia's baffled batters.
including Thon, agreed.
"Hill had total command,"
Thon said. "When he doesn't, you
Lan Sit on the fastball. But today he
was getting everything over."
After Thon's one-out triple on a
:-2 pitch and pinch-hitter Darren
Daulton's sacrifice fly, Hill gave
way to Lee Smith for the ninth.
"I wasn't disappointed." said
Hill, who was bidding for St.
Louis' first no-hitter since Bob
f'orsch pitched one in 1983. "It felt
good when I came off the mound
and the fans gave me a standing
ovation. It was just a great
opportunity."
Hill struck out four and walked
three, outdueling Tommy Greene
(5-1).
"I thought I had good velocity,
but I was a little high," said
(Jtane, who gave up consecutive

home runs to Todd Zeile and Rich
Gedman in the second inning. "I'm
not upset about my performance."
Both Zeile, who hit a towering
fly to left, and Gedman, who hit a
line drive to right, connected on
3-2 deliveries with two outs.
"He was throwing me fastballs
up, up, up; he finally got one
down." said Gedman, a .108 hitter.
"Thc results were very good."
Gedman also caught Hill's 88
pitches, 65 of them strikes.
"He was everything that I could
ask for back there," Gedman said.
"He was able to throw strikes with
his breaking pitches. He was moving the fastball in and out."
Milt Thompson's double, Ray
Lankford's walk, Pedro Guerrero's
sacrifice fly and Felix Jose's triple
accounted for two more runs for
the Cardinals in the sixth.
"We hit for the cycle today; that
was great." said manager Joe
Torre in reviewing St. Louis' five
hits, which actually included two
home runs, a triple and two doubles, but no singles.
Greene, whose 2.38 ERA entering the game ranked fourth in the
National League, also pitched eight
innings.
"Both pitchers were good," Philadelphia manager Jim Fregosi
said. "Tommy hung a slider to
Zeile that wouldn't have gone out
of here at night, He threw a high
fastball to Gedman."
Greene threw the NL's only nohitter this season on May 23
against Montreal. Hill has yet to
throw one at any level.

PRINTED CAPS
As Few As 12 For S4.50 ea.; 144 For
Businesses - Clubs - Organizations

S2.25

ea.

Open Iii 8

Mon.-Fri.
9:30-5 Sat.
753-7743
Next to Wal-Mart

RAAAA
FOR THE LOWEST
PRICES IN TOU.
Installation and Service

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 South 12th (641 South)

753-4563

"TRIM YOUR
,LJI.JI'JE3LEE
Model GT1100A
Reg S16499
V Lightweight
only 9 lbs
V Pro-fire'" electronic
ignition for quick easy starts
V 2 year warranty- lifetime
warranty on ignition
V Tap to advance cutting head

Put an end to your JUNGLE with
the power of ECHO' Whatever the
size of your JUNGLE. there is an
ECHO trimmer or brushcutter to fit
your needs Every model precision
built to provide trouble-free long life'

Save 2500

139

7/EON
Murray Home & Auto

THE RIGHT TOOL.

-

Northelde Shopping Center

753-2571

Sports Writer
R.B. FALLSTROM
Associated Press
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Last
season, Scott Terry was a

now he's pitching so well
buN
that at least one manager, the
San Diego Padres' Greg Riddoch, twice has asked the
umpire to check the ball for
foreign substances.
"If someone thinks I'm
doing something illegal, that's
great," said Terry, a reliever
who has a 2-1 record and a
minuscule 1.28 ERA for the
St. Louis Cardinals after
struggling with shoulder problems last season.
"If the ball's moving too
mueh, you're doing something
right."
Terry is a sinkerball specialist, and he had the ball
dipping and diving so much
during the Cardinals' recent
West Coast trip that Riddoch
thought something was fishy.
"I was just messing with
him," maintained Riddoch, a
friend from Terry's minor
league days who attended
Terry's wedding. "I know
he's not a cheater."
Terry took it as a compliment to his ability, and so
did Cardinals manager Joe
Torre.
"When someone starts
thinking you're cheating,
you've got it made," Torre
said. "That's it."
That's a big change for
Terry, 31. Last season, it
seemed he couldn't do anything right. He had a handicap: He was in a great deal
of pain.
Murray State athletic director Mike Strickland presents MSU golf coach Buddy Hewitt (left) with his
"It felt like a knife was
award honoring his selection as Ohio Valley Conference golf coach of the year.
poking through the skin every
time I threw the ball," Terry
said.
The numbers were painful
to see. At the All-Star break,
WIMBLEDON, England (AP) — 7-6, 7-6, 6-2 victory over the Lon- left at home. A dangling gold ear- he was 0-5 with a 7.05
ring was the only hint of his unique
Tenth-seeded Goran Ivanisevic don resident in a match that started
ERA.
sartorial style.
blasted 25 aces as he defeated local Tuesday.
"I got a lot of bad letters
Maleeva, seeded eighth, defeated
favorite Andrew Castle in straight
got booed every time I
and
The player whose flashy warsets today before rain made its dai- Julie Salmon 7-5, 6-3. Frazier, drobe has infuriated the tennis
out there," said Terry,
went
seeded 14th, beat Karin Kschwendt
ly appearance at Wimbledon.
with a 2-6
finished
who
looked
like
establishment
Frosty
Women's seeds Amy Frazier and 7-6, 6-4.
ERA. "It's
4.75
and
record
On Thursday, Andre Agassi was the Snowman as he stepped on the
Katerina Maleeva also won on a
pleasant whatanything
not
grass
the
courts
for
first
time
since
day on which officials had hoped a ghostly vision at his long-overdue
soever to go through, but
1987.
to make up a huge backlog of Wimbledon coming-out party,
people don't seem to be conThe rain that has tormented
matches rained out during the tour- wearing white denim shorts over
about what -condition
cerned
white biking shorts, a white shirt
Wimbledon since Monday delayed
nament's opening four days.
in."
you're
the fifth seed's appearance at a
lvanisevic, who lost in a semifi- and a white headband.
The pain eventually
was
lime
shirt
fluorescent
The
tournament that insists on lessened.
nal thriller to Boris Becker last
predominantly-white attire.
year at Wimbledon, completed a gone. The neon pink shorts were
"It was my choice to
pitch through it and I wasn't
going to stop," Terry said.
"In the second half, the pain
was bad, but not unbearable.
"All in all, it was probabTyes
Tim and Teresa Garland. Johnny
Tee assignments for this weekend s
No 6 Pal and Viriginia Howard, Bob and
a good thing for me to
ly
McCage and Frances Hulse
Kings and Queens Tournament at the
Veranda Johnson, Jim and Kathy
No 10 Allan and Mary Jane Park, Stan
Murray Country Club
through."
go
Beshears
HayJones and Beverly Parker. Pete
Morning
Chad
Boone,
rry knew from the start
thr
oTe
Rhonda
and
Howard
7
No
wood and Vicki McCleary
Tee No 1 Charles and Paulette Reed,
and Betty Stewart, Dick and Inus On
season that something
the
No 11 Fred and Helen McKelvy, Leon
of
Robert Billington and Vicki Singleton,
No 8 Jerry and Martha Farmer, Jim and
and Dot Smith. Herb and Hazel Camp
Danny and Irene Woods
and his suspiwrong,
was
Beverly Solomon, George and Kathy
No 12 Bill and Mary Bogard, George
No 1B Charles and Mildred Dillon, John
confirmed
finally
were
cions
Long.
Tom
Carpenter,
Meredith
Davis and
and Mildred Dodd, Mike and Debbie
season when doctors
No. 9: Charles and Hilda Jackson, Eddie
the
after
Ainsworth and Sandy Coleman
Cathey
and Suzanne Jackson, Mac and Donna
No. 13. Joe and Dana Stonecipher, Gary
No 2 Joe and Betty Belote, Wendell and
discovered torn cartilage in
Tucker
and Kay Traub, Sonny and Beverly
Nancy Wade Jimmy Wilson and Carolyn
and
Bob
his shoulder. Surgery was
Everett,
Judy
and
Bill
9B
No
Gibson
Caldwell
Kaye
and
Darrell
Hargrove,
Billie
performed in October and
Todd
Graham,
Allison
and
No 14. Larry
No 3 Monty and Missy Newcomb.
Cansler
and Kelly Solomon, Randy and LaDon
Chuck and Betty Wood, Harry and Linday
now he's as good as new.
Barry
No 10. Gerald and Gloria Kaehler,
Travis
Sandusky
"I've got to be pleased
Robinson
Larry
Roach,
Joy
and
Futrell
Dan
Young,
Kathy
and
148
and
No
Burton
No 38 Gary and Della Miller. Gene
Clark
the way I'm throwing
with
Pam
and
and
Stevens
Bobby
Hunter,
Rube
and
Pat Tapley Gene and Valera Brooks
No 11• Dan and Mary Brown, Tip and
Amy Young
Terry said. "Just
ball,"
No 4 Jim and Janice Johnson, A R and
the
Imogene
Janice Sweeney, Bob and
No 15 Rocky and Phyllis Joiner. David
Melva Hatcher, Bobby and Shirley Wade
to go out
healthy,
be
to
Halsey
and Sue Powell, Jerry Chumbler and
No 5 Jack and Sarah London. Les
Pritchett, Bill
Marcia
on a daily
and
throw
Gary
and
there
12
No
Linand
King
Max
JoAnn
Ridge and Nancy Edwards,
and Sid Lemond, Danny and Carolyn
No 16 Gene and Liz Meyer, Terry and
basis without pain is the bigda Oliver
Howard
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Terth
gest
No 13 Jerry and Rosati Johnson, Char,
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No 7 Howard and Connie Steely, Bill
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but Torre
spring,
McCallon
this
and Ada Sue Roberts, Mike Moore and
team
Sid
Bingham,
No 14 Nowell and Lula
Ginger Adams
No 17 Howard and Ann Fuller, Larry
last year
out
threw
eventually
Sherry
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and Terri Shertzer. Tom
No 8 John and Peggy Oxford, Gary and
and Jean Pyle, John Pyle and Martha
once he learned the rightTuggle
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hander was over his shoulder
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Bea
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Broncta
and
problems.
Della Boggess
Donna Tucker
Adkins
Terry was acquired from
No 15. Steve and Ginny Steele, Ralph
Afternoon
No. BB Donnie and Gina Winchester
and Mary Scott, Chuck and Donna
Cincinnati in late 1987, and
Tee No 1 Mack and Mary Bain, Bill and
Robertson
Polly Seale, Bobby Berry and partner
former manager Whitey HerNo 158 Tommy and Debbie Rooker.
No 18 Johnny Queriermous and Joanna
often said that team
zog
and Cindy Shaw, Robert and Pearl
Ken
Johnny
Jones
Velvet
and
Gibbs Trent
Rutherford
have won the
couldn't
Lowry
Betty
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Andre wears white

Kings and Queens

Par 3 Golf Course 3.00
Golf Carts
3 00
Lighted Driving
Range
2 00
Miniature Golf
1 75
Softball 8.
Baseball
Batting Cages
50C
Lessons By Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
753-1152

MURRAY, KY.

Christy Faith, Glen and Cindy
No 4 Gary and Barbara Chandler. Jim
and Mary Cox, Chuck and Shirley
Hinrech
No 5 J P and Laura Parker Glen and
Marlene Stone, Phillip and Margaret

Randall and Carolyn Gibson, Charles
Turrell and Mary Lee Hendricks
No 18 Hal and Mary Hunter, Vernon
and Betty Childress Vince Genovese
and Theda Bobo

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For
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Otters

UPS Pick-Up
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He's also one of the besthitting pitchers in baseball,
with a career .223 average
and two home runs.
"He's done a real good
job for us," Torre said. "He
comes in the game and he
Lap
gets the ground ball."
In his last 21 2-3 innings,
Terry has struck out 20 batters in his setup role. In
other words, he's back.
"He's one of those guys
who gives you everything
he's got. That's what I like
most about him," Riddoch
said.
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KENTUCKY LEAGUE

SWIMMING

Ryan Milk defeated Fraternal Order of
Police, 11-5 while Taylor Bus chvoned
Hodge, Noel and Associates, 17-1 in
Kentucky League play Thursday Jell
Owen was the winning pitcher for Ryan
Milk, while Ryan Gelb had two doubles
and ,Joey McXeel singled and doubled
Marluese Foster had three hits for Fraternal Order of Police O'Shea Hudspeth
was the winning pitcher for Taylor Bus.
and singled and tripled, while Shane
Andrus and Mathew Shelby each had two
doubles and Dustin Morris doubled
Andrew McClure had two hits for Hodge,
Noel and Associates

The Murray-Calloway swim team hosted
Madisonville YMCA last weekend, with
Madisonville posting a 384-315 win Winning relay team members for Murray
included Hillary Belcher, Jayson &Main,
Ryan Domesick, Sam Green, Brian
Hughes, Nicole Jedan, Noelle Jedan,
Caleb Johnson, Brandon Kalb.), Scott
Keller). Megan Malinauskas, Brett Nance,
Sarah Snyder, William Vince, James
Simmons, Matt Westphal and Chris
Woods Other first place winners
included Heather Jedan and Peter Johnson Coach Rick Stone said the Murray
team is showing great potential, including
newcomers Michelle Faihst, Jessice
Smith. Stephanie'Kurz, Jessica Fyfte,
Jamie Fraisk and Josh Frisk

LOWER DIVISION
In Lower Division softball play, Allison
Photography defeated J 6 S Chevron,
21-4 Thursday Brooke Lenclu hit for the
cycle to lead Allison Photography, while
Misti Starks had five hits and April Rooker and Wendy Logan each had four hits
Kacee Stonecipher, Jenni Pigg and
Suzanne Chandler each had three hits
Whitney Ragsdale and Stephanie Kurz
each had two hits. Misti Lawrence homered lor J & S. while Kelly Miles, Jennifer
King and Megan Haverstock all had hits

PONY LEAGUE
Mayfield No. 1 defeated Hutson Company, while Kiwannis defeated Thornton
Heating and Air in Pony League play
Thursday. Greg Miller doubled and had
two hits for Hutson, while Rob Carpenter,
Jason Vaughn and John Key all doubled
For Kiwannis, Ryan Vanover was the
winning pitcher and doubled while Scott
Earwood tripled_ Travis Anderson and
Brad Lowe each doubled.

KIRKSEY LEAGUE
Allison Photography/Lynn Grove Feed
and Seed defeated McKnight Saw Mill,
11-7 in Kentucky League play. Mikey
Hutson was the winning pitcher, while
Wesley Smith tripled Jarrod Hill singled
for McKnight Saw Mill.

around with pitty-pat jabs," Tyon
(Coned from page 10)
said.
Tyson
mule,"
"He hits like a
Both Tyson and Ruddock are
said after the fight.
But Ruddock also took a beating. guaranteed $5 milliion for the
He was knocked down in the sec- fight, with Tyson expected to share
ond and third rounds and was in pay-per-view revenues from his
behind by six points on all three promoter, Don King.
The fight, though, has been
ringside scorecards after six
somewhat overshadowed by a
rounds.
The end came with 38 seconds looming bout with undisputed
left in the seventh round and Rud- champion Evander Holyfield. Many
dock reeling into the ropes after a wonder why Tyson is even risking
crushing Tyson left hook to the his status as the No. 1 contender
head. Steele moved in to stop the against Ruddock.
Holyfield's promoter, Dan Duva,
bout despite protests from Ruddock, touching off a post-fight has already secured the purse bid
for a Holyfield-Tyson fight, and
melee in the ring.
"The first fight, I threw out said it will be held Nov. 8 at Caemost of my strategy," the 27-year- sars Palace.
King, though, has balked at the
old Ruddock said. "It became a
macho thing to fight Tyson. The $15 million being offered by Duva
game plan didn't work and I have and the two sides have kept busy
trading accusations that the other is
to divert to something else."
That something else, Tyson holding up the fight. Duva took out
believes, will be an effort by Rud- a half-page ad in the Las Vegas
dock to stay away in the early newspapers this week with • a—picrounds and hope to land some late ture of Holyfield and his belts and
blows to pull out the victory.
a challenge to Tyson to "Get it
"I'm looking for him to run on."

UK SPORTS
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Ralph Hacker, the color analyst on the University of
Kentucky Radio Network for the past 19
years, was named as the lead announcer
for UK football and basketball beginning
with the 1992-93 season Thursday's
announcement came one day after
Cawood Ledford, the voice of UK football
and basketball for the past 38 seasons,
said he would retire after the 1991-92
basketball season Sports Communications, which is in the final year of a threeyear contract with UK for the rights to the
Kentucky football and basketball network, said Hacker would become part of
a new team-announcing format should
the firm be granted a new contract after
the 1991-92 season. "Following a legend
is never easy," Hacker said. "Cawood is
simply the best. The only thing I hope to
do is lead the team of announcers which
will bring the action to the multitude of
fans of the University of Kentucky."
Hacker, 46, is the president and general
manager of radio station WVLK in Lexington and previously has worked with
ESPN, the NCAA Radio Network and
CBS. -

PARK LEAGUE
Futrell Tile defeated Trees Lumber 12-10
while Holland Medical downed Murray
Mold and Die in Park League play. Kwen
Trice, Josh Garland and Michael Swain
all had three hits for Futrell Tile. Dean
Futrell, Mae Kellerher and Darryl Coles
all had two hits while Mike Sarter
doubled. For Treas Lumber, Luke Dibble,
Tony Ruan, Adam Glisson, Kile Ward,
Matt Ragsdale and Chase Gallimore all
had two hits. For Holland Medical,
Jeremy Bolls homered with three hits,
while Tyler McCourt, Keith Wright and
Carl Napdek all had three hits and Chris
Andrus, Dustin Lax and Justin Holland
had two hits. Kelly Lattimer doubled. For
Murray Mold and Die, Jay Boggess had
lour hits while Tony Urban, Robert
Urban, and Jonathan Duncan all had
three hits Brad Thurmond, Zach Lovett,
Joey Butterworth, Darren Kell and David
Timmons each had two hits.
.in previously unreported play, Kroger
defeated Mr. Gatti's, 27-18, Patrick
Greer, Brandon Williams, Jason Haley
and Kyle Morris all had five hits_ Chris
Felts and Jeremy Allbritten had four hits
each, while Clay Lamb and Dwight Rutledge had three hits. For Mr. Gatti's, Matt
Oakley, Josh Scheckter, Brett Nance,
Lyndon Barrow and Chris Faughn all had
three hits while Aaron Cowan, Reid Johnson, Justin Boggess, Rhett Clark, Adam
Yezerski and Brian Overby all had two
hits.

Peoples Bank team suffers
sweep from Hopkinsville
Staff

Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

GOLF
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — Rick Fehr
and Jim Thorpe shot 7-under-par 64s to
take a one-stroke lead over Dave Sutherland after the first round of the St. Jude
Classic_ Fehr, who birdied Nos. 2 and 4
and had eagle-3s at Nos. 3 and 5, played
the front nine on the 7,006-yard Tournament Players Club at Southwind in
5-under 31. Thorpe chipped in from 20
feet for eagle-3 at No. 16 and followed
with long birdie putts on Nos. 17 and 18
for a course-record 5-under 30 on the
back nine. Sutherland had nines of 32
and 33 for his 65 Russ Cochran, Billy
Mayfair, Lee Janzen and Brian Tennyson
are tied for fourth at 66.

The Peoples Bank MurrayCalloway Senior Babe Ruth team
was swept in doubleheader action
Thursday against Hopkinsville.
Peoples Bank lost the first game,
9-1 as they managed just one hit
against a standout Hoptown hurler
who struck out 17. Allen Rayburn
singled and scored in the sixth
inning for Murray's only hit and
only run.
In the second game, MurrayCalloway was shut out 3-0. Brandon Fields doubled for Peoples
Bank, while Matt Dennis, Joey
Bazzell and Bart Crum all had
singles.

Peoples Bank travels to Marshall
for a doubleheader on Sunday,
before hosting Livingston County
on Wednesday in doubleheader
play. Murray-Calloway is 5-4-1
overall, but 5-1 in Lakeland league
play and needs just one win Sunday to clinch the crown.
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SCOREBOARD ).
Good service.
good coverage,
good price-

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there

That's
State Farm State Farm Insurance Companies
insurance" Home Offices Bloomington Illinois
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936 pm

Toronto 1, kanneeofa 0
Time 9, Oakend 6
Nor York 8, Boston 0
Baena' 7. Cleveland 2
1,11avaulute 9, Detroit 3
rilday'a Gamin
BOSIoA Or Karns 3-7) at Salerno,' (Wee 4.7),
63t pm
Clevefand (Boucher 0-3) al Douce (Tanana 4-6)
835 pm
Seeds )f.rotget 4-3) at Toronto (Cane= 741
6 35 p in
Chicago (Hough 4-3) C kannasoia (A Anderson
4-5). 706 pm
Nes York (Kammwaradu 2-01 at Milwaukee (August
5-3). 735 pm
3-2) 51 California (J Abbot 6-5)
Texas (Jo 8ath
9.35 Dm
KAMM Coe (Memo 0-11w Oakland (Weich 7-4)

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Thursday's Gain..
Cinonnao 3 San Diego 0
SL LOU{ 4 Philadelphia 2
Nee York 4 Montreal 3
Palstarrigh 4 Chicago 3
Atlanta 3 hiousto(1 0
Fre ay'a Game.
St Loki (Obelus 0-1) al Chicago (Scan(an 2.2)
220 pm
Los Angeles(Orda 6-6 and Magian 135) ai Atianu
,Arecy 7-5 and P Smut 1•1), 2 440 pm
Houston (Dashaies 24) at Cirtannall (Bruttoung
9-4) 635 pm
Pittsburgh (2 Smith 7-6) at Moonlike (Haney 0-1)
635 pm
Philadephia ICkakiaus 4-3) at New 'foal (Daritni;
4-4),6 40 p m
San Franaao3 (Burkett 4-4) at San Dego (Hurst
8-4), 905 pm

Larry Krouse Insurance
12th (Next to McDonald's)

739-9888

Premiere
NOW OPEN =
Health and Fitness Club

759-9999

University Square

•

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS
AND GARDEN TILLERS

A•

—Prices To FN Any Budget—

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
C he st n ut

753-2571 or 753-4110

St

TOYOTAS COST LESS
(Igi IN MURRAY

17 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE

In Appreciation for your business and support for the last seventeen years, we
are having a week long sale... Each day featuring a specific group of ITEMS on
special for that day only. Also, there will be a drawing each day for gift
certificates...A GRAND TOTAL of $600.00 to be given away throughout the
week of June 24-29.

Anniversary Sale Prices Written on Every New Car V-Truck
4

1991
Corolla
a!ZiNDL

•

1991
Camry
$11,942
Sale Price

/39

per month

Air, Power Steering, AINFM Stereo,
Styled Steel Wheels, Body Side Moldings, Rechning Cloth Bucket Seats,
Raised Center Arm Rest, Carpeted
Floor Mats. Interminent Wows, Rear
Window Defogger.

Includes all Nike shoes, clothing and
accessories.

CONTINUED

June 25

;

3rd
RNNIvEitoR ye'.
SALE

REEBOK DAY
Includes all Reebok shoes, clothing

and accessories

per month

Air, Power Steering, Styled Steel
Wheels,Body Side Moldings, Reclining
Cloth Bucket Seats, hist Cycle Wipers,
ar Wind,* Defogger.

CONTINUED

June

27

4
i"1

Celica

sr

FRIDAY

TENNIS DAY

mai

OME
C/
TODAY
to see the
all New
1992
Paseo(

Price

per

Month

Sweo, Front &
Air, AMif M Forward Cloth
Speed.
5
Mudguards, Tilt VApirs, Gas
Reef
Cycle
HeadSeat, Mist
Bench Absorbers, Halogen Power
,
Shock Tripmeter T achomew Chrome
lamps, Chrome Package,
Wheels,
Steering,
Steel
, Styled Sport Sul
gear
Window,
ngBumpe(
Rear

• 1Plak
of

SATURDAY
8139

Sale Price

$276

nia6

per

month
AutOrnatiC,
tractable
AktFA4
Halogen
Cattent, Reside
Headiarnos. Bodysoars,443k1ngS'
Ortvers ReC"ing Cloth
Air Bag,Bucket
t
l
i
T
e
o
4
S
wodowDefoggor,
Wheat
Re&
Interrnettent
Wipers.

Sce
Greg Bradshaw
Bill Calvert
Aubrey Hatcher
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Sales Mgr

to. Down
trn Mos J1 12' AN;
F Tau, plus lag and
nt cif [quirt
• oh,- with approst.d credit

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY INC.

STOREWIDE SALE

20%-50%

OFF

June 24-29
EACH DAY A NEW SALE WILL BEGIN!
CHECK THE LIST ABOVE AND SEE WHICH
ITEMS WILL BE ON SALE EACH DAY.
-Drawing for the Gift Certifikates will be at 9:00 p.m. Each Night
I -No Purchase Necessary.
-Only the pastitle who have registered THAT DAY are eligible to win that day's gift certificates.
-Need not be peeent to win.
Hours: 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

d

I

June 29

Includes All Merchandise In
The Store

--•••••••

•

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL
JERSEY/SWIM DAY

Includes all tennis clothing, shoes,
accessories, rackets and warm-ups.

• •
Sale

THURSDAY
Includes all jerseys and T-shirts; all gloves, bats.
baseball shoes, coaches shorts and softball pants
All Speedo swtmwear and accessories

ER
„),,,,ft0F1
Him --)sok
r.,Nr" Mk,

RUNNERS DAY
WEDNESDAY

Sale Price

0,4

TUESDAY
Includes all running shorts, Umbro
shorts, socks, nylon suits and warm-ups

9,581

192

1.

753-4961
515 S 12th St
Murray
Ky. 1-800-599-0356
Other 1-800-755-0365
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Mrs. Minnie
Throgmorton

Mrs. Jettie Wray
The funeral for Mrs. Jettie Wray
was today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Harvey Lynn Elder and Nathan
Legate officiated.
Pallbearers were Voris Buck.
W.D. Poyncr, Kent Saxon, Leslie
Douglas, Ken Wray, Norman Wray
and Rusty Gillum.

Burial was in Pryorsburg Church
of Christ Cemetery.
Mrs. Wray, 75, Mayfair Drive,
Mayfield, died Tuesday at 4:15
p.m. at Hawes Memorial Nursing
Home, Fulton.
Mrs. Wray is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Janice Wray Farris
of Murray, and several cousins.

Mrs. Minnie Throgmorton, 78,
Bandana, died Thursday at 3:20
a.m. at Life Care Center, La
Center.
The widow of John Thomas
Throvnorton, she was a member of
Bandana United Methodist Church
and Bandana Chapter No. 463
Order of the Eastern Star.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Patsy Victs, Kcvil; two sisters,
minisforeign
Mrs. Marie Houston, Murray, and
the
said
Officals
ters of Italy, Luxembourg and the Mrs. Meda Bearden, Taylor, Mich.;
Netherlands might leave for Yugo- two grandchildren, Bob Bowland,
Lovelaceville, and Gaye Haller,
slavia as soon as today.
A British official said the EC Bandana; three great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
delegation would seek a threemonth truce in the crisis. Under the the chapel of Jones Funeral Home,
La Center. The Rev. Don Jones is
plan, the republics of Slovenia and
Croatia would suspend their decla- officiating.
Burial will follow in Ne,edmore
rations of independence and all
bartheir
to
return
would
Cemetery there.
troops
racks, the official said.
The EC leaders also might seek
an emergency meeting of the
35-nation Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe to discuss the Yugoslav situation. The
group includes all European countries, the United States and Canada.
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Dixie
The EC leaders agreed to freeze
more than $I billion in loans and Blackened Voodoo Lager Beer has
c!ther economic aid to Yugoslavia. been banned from Texas by state
alcohol regulators who are spooked
by a name and label they say conjure up witchcraft.
"Have you seen the label?"
The study also found 48 percent asked Raymond Hoskins, superviof the oncologists would prescribe sor of marketing practices for the
marijuana to a few patients if it Texas Alcoholic Beverage Comwere legal, and 44 percent have mission. "It appears to be a cult
recommended to at least one entity. It's a swamp scene with a
patient the illegal use of the drug to skeleton in the background and a
sort of dark blue color to it."
treat nausea.

EC leaders freeze aid, send mission
LUXEMBOURG (AP) — European Community leaders decided
today to freeze aid to Yugoslavia
and send a peace mission to try to
arrange talks between the Belgrade
government and two breakaway
republics.
"Europe must stop the evolution
s
anhydrou
an
from
away
distance
safe
a
civil war in Yugoslavia,”
rest
Holland
toward
Steve
Firefighters Chester Abramowicz, kft, and
leak as farmers were
a
sprang
tank
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The
Almo.
Italian
near
said
Thursday
erupted
which
barn)
ammonia tank ibehind
one
of
n
evacuatio
the
caused
spill
The
side.
its
onto
Andreotti.
attempting to right the tank after it had tipped over
according to reports.
The decisions came at the start
home and damaged trees and plants in the area but caused no injuries,
of a two-day summit called to discuss political and economic union
for the 12-nation trade bloc, topics
initially overshadowed by the
Yugoslav crsis.
"It is a highly dangerous situaacross a ditch when it tipped over,"
Capsule
By MARK COOPER
Foreign Secretary Douglas
tion,"
Clark said. A front-end loader was
Murray Libelgor & Times Asst. Editor
Summary
Britain said. "We need to
of
Hurd
the
by
scene
brought down to the
to help cool things
ways
onto find
Farmers trying to correct a mis- farmers to push the tank back
Walter Mehr
down."
the valve
take Thursday committed a greater its wheels, but not before
Pharmacist
one, according to officials respond- broke, he said.
The erupting white cloud of
ing to an anhydrous ammonia spill
gas covered the area,
ammonia
west of Almo.
nearby tobacco
several
killed
g
Safe Sviimmin Checklist
A valve on the tank, filled with
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —
according
bushes,
and
trees
plants,
liquid ammonia, was accidently
water sate.' even .f he or Sr snows how
doctors who treat cancer
Some
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Many also believe marijuana
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be available by prescription
around
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rules
safety
reported
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patients, researchers at
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y's Kennedy
Universit
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Hardin Circuit Court jury
convicts Rogers of charges
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP)
— A Hardin Circuit Court jury
convicted Michael Rogers of
unlawful imprisonment and criminal trespass for restraining his former mother-in-law in an attempt to
visit his son.
Rogers had been indicted on
charges of kidnapping and burglary
after he entered the Elizabethtown
borne of Rena Coomer and allegedly threatened her with a butcher
knife found in the house.
Rogers then forced Coomer to
drive him to a baby sitter's house
down the street where his 4-yearold son, Alex, was staying for the
day, according to testimony in the
case. Coomer testified she escaped

StbOY.4

HOG MARKET

to

to

Stock Market
Report

10

the following undergraduate-level

telecourses:
The American Adventure
The Business File
Discovenng Psychology
Marketing (Murray only)
Personal Finance & Money
Management (Paducah only)
The Sociological Imagination

1991
Fall
Semester

For more information and a free fall
semester telecourse booklet, call
toll-free:

(800)432-0970

Dollar Gen. Stores........... 16 - 1/1 ..Exxon............_____........5874 - 14 1,
Ford..
c'j
41/$1/4-unI/4
36s
. (;eneral Motors
(;oodrich._.-.-......-.......391/1.14 ,
-3314 • 14 '
Goodyear.
973/s - 1/4
IBM
Ingersoll Rand...............5014 - 14
.453/1 « II,
K-Mart.
Ky. CtIlities..-.-......-....2214 + 14
Kroger
11 ,
43/4-un:
-1319
LG & E Energies..........2
4
1
'McDostalds ...-.---........3314 - /
f J.C. Penney...................531/4 «
Quaker Oats ........-.-.....641/s • 1/2
_383/sunc
Sears.
Snap-on Tools.........---.- 30 - 14
Texaco_____...................601/4 - 34
c Thne Warner....-.-.—.-11914 • 'Is
441/sunc
UST
-43 - 3/1)
Wal-Mart.
th.........._.,,,.
Woolworth.....
- 1/74
.--1./4
...5.2
( C.E.F. Yield.-.-...-.—.-31

S.,

Additional Information Available
Upon Request.
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FREE
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753-3366
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Vehicle
1967 to 1980:
Buy 5 quarts of
NAPA oil and get a
NAPA Oil Filter for
'1.00

with Alex by driving from the
house while Rogers was inside.
Coomer told the jury she drove
to the Elizabethtown Police Department and filed charges against
Rogers.
After returning its verdict Wednesday, the jury recommended that
Rogers serve seven months for
unlawful imprisonment and pay a
$250 fine. The jury suggested three
months on criminal trespass and
another $250 fine.
Judge Hugh Roark followed the
jury's recommendations in sentencing Rogers. Because Rogers has
been in Hardin County Jail more
than six months since his arrest, he
will be eligible for release July 4.

Perkins supporting tax break bill

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill that would give a tax break to
state legislators is being pushed by
U.S. Rep. Chris Perkins and the
mountain congressman doesn't
deny that politics play a part in it.
"I am a politician, aren't I?" he
said Thursday. "Obviously, it's an
NEW YORK (AP) — The city's influential factor, but that is not the
most publicized mugger was jailed reason I signed up on this bill. I
on $5,000 bail by a judge who think it's important, substantive
observed the teen suspect — pro- legislation that addresses somefiled in a newspaper series which thing I think is unfair to a group of
detailed vicious assaults — was people."
getting his "15 minutes of fame."
The expense allowances of legiBenjamin Rodriguez, 18, admit- slators would become tax-free
ted to hundreds of brutal robberies, under the provisions of the bill, but
but avoided police attention until
the New York Post began a fourpart series on his criminal
activities.
A Post reporter and photographer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
spent six months with Rodriguez House Banking Committee today
and his family., They were never rejected efforts to modestly limit
with Rodriguez when he committed deposit insurance coverage, but is
any crimes, the newspaper said.
endorsing other key elements of the
Two days into the series, on Bush administration's plan to draWednesday, police arrested Rodri- matically restructure the banking
guez. He was ordered held on system.
$5,000 bail at his arraignment
The panel defeated, 29-20, an
Thursday on charges of attempted attempt to restore the administrarobbery, sexual abuse, criminal tion's deposit insurance provisions,
possession of a weapon and menac- which had been deleted last month
ing stemming from a March 10 in subcommittee.
attack on a 21-year-old woman.
The administration would have
Rodriguez was due back in court allowed depositors to maintain up
today for arraignment on a four- to $200,000 in deposit insurance
count indictment charging him with per institution — $100,000 for a
the April 18 robbery and assault of retirement account and $100000
a cab driver.
for other accounts.
That was designed to pare current rules that allow a family of
four to use various combinations of
single, joint and trust accounts to
insure up to $1.4 million at a single
bank.

New York's most
publicized mugger
jailed Wednesday

Perkins doesn't consider that unfair
to other taxpayers who get taxable
expense allowances.
"In terms of trying to iron out
specifics in tax bills, you have to
focus on different groups. It's very
easy to take potshots at legislators
... but who's going to defend
legislators?"
Perkins said there can be arguments that legislators should not be
able to deduct undocumented
expenses, but he considers the
expenses legitimate.
Perkins served in the state House
before succeeding his father, the
late Carl Perkins, in Congress.

HBC rejects part of banking plan
Supporters of the rejected
amendment, offered by Rep. Thomas Carper, D-Del., argued it was
the most modest reform the panel
could adopt because it still allowed
depositors to obtain insurance at
multiple institutions and it delayed
the effective date of that restriction
until 1995.
"We're not restricting the
amount of deposit insurance a person can have. We are just saying:
spread the risk," said Rep. Al
McCandless, R-Calif.
But, administration opponents
warned that tinkering with deposit
insurance at a time when so many
banks were weak could prove
disastrous.
"The American people have
very little faith in our financial
institutions. Whatever little faith
they have, let's not destroy it,"
said Rep. Frank Annunzio, D-111.

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

j
Auto
Home I
Business

Vehicle
1981 and up:
Buy 5 quarts of
NAPA oil and got a
NAPA Oil Fitter for
'1.99

Life
Health
Annuities

A tradition in service
since 1981

Fii3-063-21
(502)

Murray Auto Parts

Tracy D. McKinney

54

40.

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.
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COTTAGE Industry
Gazette, A monthly review
of home employment opportunities Sample issue
$2 Schaefer, 1199 War
burton #2, Santa Clara CA
95050

MURRAY STATE
IS
UNIVERSITY
ACCEPTING BIDS
REPLACEFOR
MENT OF CEILING
TILE. MUR-012M
92 TO BE OPENED
7/17/91 AT 2:00 P.M.
IN THE PURCHASDEPARTING
MENT, GENERAL
SERVICES BUILDING, LOCATED ON
CHESTNUT
STREET, MURRAY,
KY, FORMS MAY
BE OBTAINED BY
(502)
CALLING
762-4050.

Articles
For Sale

BusInese
Services

Beat Seat
Evening Specials

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

CORONADO flat wall paint
5gal can $3495 Get at
Black's Decorating Center
701 S 4th Street. Murray

PRIVATE lnvestigato
D B A Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite #102,
Murray, 753-2641

After 6 p.m.

Unless still in School
or
College, their

er, Mrs.
sisters,
ray, and
r, Mich.;
lowland,
Hailer,
children.
! p.m. in
ii Home,
Jones is

Icedmore

label
tate

OPEN Gardens featuring
daylihes, hosta, peonies,
iris Thursday-Sunday,
June 27-30 Free plant to
every visitor C&C Nursery
753-2993 Plants for Sale
Hwy 94E 1'6 miles, turn left
on Van Cleave Rd 17 mile
turn left on Bethel Church
Rd "4 mile turn left on
Cook road 1st house on
left.
S10 BUDDIES Keep up
routine maintenance to prevent paint problems Remember change oil before
paint flies off Donnie
Duncan

NOTICE

This notice is to advise
that Crockett Lee Tharpe
is deceased, having died
on 6/7/91, and left as his
known heirs at Law
knell Tharpe and Jennifer Tharpe Olive. The
whereabouts of Jenell
Tharpe being unknown.
If anyone knows the
whereabouts of Jenell
Tharpe please contact
David L. Harrington. attorney for the estate, 101
South Fifth Street, Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
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; spooked
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supervis for the
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Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916

Creole Fried
Chicken
8 pc. $5.99
2 pc. Snack $1.59
Fountain Drinks
1/2 Price

Jr

rates. For free infor-

AS SEEN ON T V

NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

to

Close

Court

Square on 5th St.

$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

costs only

ALLIANCE

RACT OR-TAYLOR WIPING COVE
UMMOCK,TN

c.o.MI OM
•••••••• 7.Twol•
we Om..

1-800 334-1203
CASH LOANS available
from $2000-$20,000. Personal loans, debt consoliCall
dations.
1-800-955-6268

CUSTOM
DOOR SHOP
TUCKS

a day.

587-3000
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THROUGHBRED Marketing. For all your screenprinting needs T-shirts,
caps, sports bottles, vinyl
binders 753-0921
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Make a fresh start and you will find
yourself on the road to lasting wealth
and happiness. Beginning in October,
take steps to conserve both your energy and money. Sports hold special
appeal. Get involved. A project to
help young people deserves your
wholehearted support. Family members will play an important role in
your business affairs early next year.
Follow your heart where romance is
concerned.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: slugger Harmon
Killebrew,actor Gary Busey,sportscaster Dan Dierdorf, actress Ruth
Warrick.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Prophetic insights help you turn a
potentially negative situation to your
advantage. Call someone who has
been absent from your life too long. It
is time to forget old grievances.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Stop worrying about the future and
focus on what you can accomplish
right now. No matter what happens
this weekend, keep your dignity.
Loved one is more affectionate than
in the recent past.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Refuse to be a victim of someone's
shenanigans. Postpone a major business transaction until expert advice is
available. A happy weekend will be
yours if you choose positive companions.
CANCER(June 21-July 22):Take
down those protective barriers you
have been hiding behind and enjoy a
more active social life. Romance
seeks you out. Invite a few old and
new friends for an inforrnaklinner.
-LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A reckless mood could land you in a situation you are unable to handle. Calm
down. It is possible to have a good

time while maintaining your dignity.

A sense of pride is essential.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22):Learn
to say "no" to people who waste your
time. Only you know what is really
best for you! Romance is happiest for
couples who know where their relationship is headed.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Someone's impulsive actions attract
you. A beautiful relationship blossoms. Help family members find out
what they really want from life. A
romantic overture changes your
weekend plans.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.21):
Choose your companions with great
care. The wrong associates can hold
you back. A new idea helps you solve
a family problem. Pack a suitcase:
travel leads to career gains and happy
romance.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): A family relationshipdevelops a
depth you never thought possible.
Rejoice! The weekend holds many
wonderful possibilities. Romance
begins to heat up.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
Social duties could interfere with your
family plans. Spend part of the
weekend catching up on important
paperwork. A short trip proves very
beneficial. Seek suggestions.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1g):
Spending time with a child proves
particularly rewarding this weekend.
Get a financial matter settled once
and for all. Better eating habits and
the right kind ofexercise will improve
your health.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Push your way past any obstacles
that might stand between you and a
loved one this weekend. Use diplomacy to soothe mate's ruffled feathers. An athletic challenge will hold
special appeal now.

TODAY'S CHILDREN have wonderful leadership skills but must overcome a tendency to sound bossy. Wise parents will point out the advantages
of using diplomacy. Restless by nature, these children may flit from one
project to another without settling down. They will do their best work for the
teachers they like most. Outgoing and adventurous,these Cancerians can turn
into real party animals once they reach their teens. Encourage them to strike
a better balance between work and play.
costs
(You can now get a persona liLed daily horoscope from leane Dixon based on your own birth date It
only 95 cents per minute Call 1 900-9145-77511

rray, Ky.

ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
PORTABLE 6ft sattelite
dish and receiver $250
753-1861 after 5pm

'bee local dam service'

STUDENT desks Wood,
39'x21" Many to choose
from In light and dark finish $25/ea See at 405 S
4th Street or call 753-7668
SUNTAN booth 753-3488
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OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS

1111F411.-

MAGNAVOX console ste
reo $250 492 8548
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Life

Our most popular Major Medical Policy of-

fers

What's as easy as

alth

family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.

FREEDOM Fest T Shirts
available at Fayes Next
door to Wal Mart Printed
by Fayes

(To ceder a revised and updated copy of /cane Down's best-selling book.-Yesterday. Today and Forever
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send SM 95 plus SI postage and handling to
Dixon. Andrews and Mc Meel.P0 Box 419150. Kansas City, No 64141 Make checks payable to Andrews
and McMeel I

Lost
And Found
FOUND tan Pekingese
94E
753-6758 or
753-3734
LOST • Bassett Hound.
Brown and white, 70Ibs.
Answers to Clyde Vicinity
of Martin Chapel and Tom
Taylor Rd. 753-6962

USED outdoor Jason hot
tub 753-6156
WROUGHT iron patio table
and chairs 753-9867 after
5pm

Appliances

Public
Sale

T.V.
Radio

2BR upstairs apartment
Water furnished $250/mo
Deposit required 753 0087
after 5pm

KENWOOD home stereo
$3500 new IA years sfil
on warranty $1500
247-5419

BRICK duplex. 2br, 1 bath,
garage 2 years old Days
Nights
753 7688
759-4703

210

270

Mobile
Hornes For Sale

To &I

LOCALLY grown blueber
nes for sale U-pick or we
pick 0 H Peters Woods
gift Farm, Cottage Grove
90 1 7 8 2 3 3 9 5
Tn
evenings

CLEAN 1 br, central RA,
utility paid References and
deposit required No pets
641 S $235/mo 492 8634

14a70 3BDRM 17, bath,
$4500 Call 247-8973
1980 CLAYTON 2br, 2
bath 12x65 $2300 Inter
ested parties call
759-1318
1989 COUNTRYSIDE mobile home. 14x70, 2br, 2
bath (1 w/garden tub), central A/C. Underpinning in
cluded 753-3096
BANK Repos down payments starting as low as
$29900, 2 & 3 bedrooms,
doublewide repos also
available BEST HOME
CENTER, Hwy 45 South,
TN
Jackson,
901-422-2825

NEWLY redecorated 2br
duplex Central H/A. W/D
hookup yard mowing pro
vided Westwood Dr $350
759 4979 or 753 8859
NICE 1.2,3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
house W/D hook up Day
9-5 753-6111, night
753-0606
LIKE new, large 2br duplex,
carport, appl gas heat,
deck, lease No pets 710
Sycamore 753 7457

NICE 3br, central H/A
Stove & refrigerator furnished Half utilities Next to
college $450/mo + depoYOUR Choice NEW 2 or 3 sit No pets 105 N 16th St
bedroom, $10,999 00, 753-1953 days 753-0870
$12722 per., month, nights
$88500 down, 1225% TAKING applications for
APR, 180 mos Free delivsection 8 rent subsidized
ery and set up BEST apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedHOME CENTER, Hwy 45 rooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
TN
South, Jackson
Hardin, Ky or call
901-422-2825
502-437-4113 EHO

FABRIC•FABRIC•FA- 1BR duplex, A/C, W/D
BRIC 50% off! Country Re- hook-up Downtown area
mnants, Hwy 68-641 (Next to $150 deposit $150/mo
Bonanza), Draffenville, KY Call Ralph 753-7400
CASH for mobile home (Marshall Co.).
2BR, 2 bath duplex w/
tires $7-$12 each We will RESTAURANT & deli garage Central gas heat,
remove Will also buy ax- equipment, new and used
central air Appliances furnles 527-2932
Out of business Thou- ished Like new $450/mo.
items, also frost Coleman RE 753-9898
USED and antique furni- sands of
TN.,
ture, glass, tools, quilts top salad bar Paris,
1 or 2BDRM apartment
901-644-1115
901-642-6290
753-4109
tine 5HP,
WANT to buy Little Tike TILLERS front
Briggs & Strat- 28R apt appliances and
playhouse and car chain drive
Near
ton engine $299 99 Wel- lawn maintenance
492-8638
Availlen Hardware Downtown University $275/mo
able 6/1/91 Coleman RE
Paris
so
753-9898
Articles
TOPSOIL pickup or we
For Saki
deliver 753-0277 or 2BR duplex All appliances
No pets
759 1090 Welch Sand and furnished
BASEBALL cards All mint
Hwy C 41N Almo. $300/mo. + deposit AvailGravel
83T $115, 85F $120, 860
able now 753-2967
$150, 86F $100, 86T $35 Ky
87D $80, 86D $20 88S TOP Soil, good rich dirt 2BR duplex Central H/A
$20 $600 all sets Call Ideal for yards and plant Appliances furnished W/D
David at 753-1836 after beds 759-1828, 753-2446 hook up On a quiet dead
5pm or leave message
Bogard Trucking & Exca- end street (Story ave
Lease and deposit revating Inc
DINING table, wrought iron
quired No pets 753-7185
legs $150 Yamaha key WOODEN storage buildboard $100 Card table, 8 ings 8x16' starts at $1095, 2BR energy efficient du
metal folding chairs $40 10x16' $142450,12x24' plex New paint, extra
Refrigerator dolly $75 All $2395 Other sizes avail- clean Central H/A, appliances Available now
great condition Call for able Acree Portable Build
Colel an RE 753 9898
,rore info 759-4085
irigs 502 247 7831

GARAGE SALE
Fri., June 28
7:30-3:00
Sat., June 29
7:30-3:00
1202 Dogwood
Dr. East
roller.high chair,table 5i4
chairs, child• bicycle seat,
car seat, Tappan range, love
seat, desk, rrl s 20' bicycle,
TV, toys, new summer clothing, Aron,infant and adult
maternity clothes and mis.
and
kitchen
cellaneou•
household items

YARD SALE
Sat., June 29"
6 a.m.-5 p.m.
832 hurt Dr.
White
commode,
metal kitchen: cabinet, double porcelain kitchen sink,
glider and matching
chair, washer and
dryer and window air
conditioner.
Lots of misc.

BIG

TWO bedroom, central
heaVair, stove, refng
garage No pets Deposit,
references 492-8594 after
6

YARD SALE

2BR, appliances W/D hookup, central HA, curtains.
carpeted 1004 Main
$360/mo $300 deposit
759-1265

Baby clothes
Too many things
to list.

2BR brick Attached garLaundry room
age
Kitchen appliances Fire
place Available July 15
$375/mo. $400 deposit '/S
mile from town 753 7743
3BR house Includes refrigerator and stove
$500/mo Call Collect
502-965-4563
WANTED 2 faculty, graduate students, or professional persons to share first
floor of 2-story home Nice,
fully furnished residential
area All utilities already
hooked-up Washer/dryer,
patio, garage $200/mo
each, plus utilities
Call
$250/deposit
759-4590 after 6pm or
615-385-5788 Available
July 1, 1991 Share with
owner.
370
Livestock
& &WOW
HUDSON Company Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies
759 1823 or
753-4545

AKC Pomeranian puppies
328-8016
AKC registered male New
18 mos
foundland
474-2796 after 6pm
AKC registered Toy Poodle
puppies 901-352-2416 after 6pm
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
POODLE miniatures AKC,
2 males. apricot & cream 1
Born
female, white
$250 /ea
05/15/91
753-2068

LARGE plums, also cherry
plums McKenzie Orchard
753-4725

Fri. & Sat.
June 28 & 29
1718 Magnolia Dr.
7:00 till ?

LARGE
YARD
SALE
June 28 & 29
Friday
Saturday
8:00 a.m. til ?
314 S. 9th St.
Many miscellaneous
items

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
June 28 & 29
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1517 Dudley Dr,
Several Kitchen
Appliances

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE
1608 Belmont Dr.
Saturday
June 29
8 - 1
Rain or Shine
Toys,clothes, bookcase,
child's
dresser, baseball
cards, books and
lots of miscellaneous.

Classifie
YARD SALE
Saturday
June 29
7:00-2:00

City Land Fill Rd.
1 mile off Hwy. 121 N.
Old Coke machine,up
right piano, good,
clean men & womens
clothes and lots of
odds & ends.
Plus: home grown
produce
489-2756

YARD
SALE
Saturday
June 29
7:00 til ?
1600 Wiswell Rd.
Clothes and
household
items.
VA RI)

SALE
Saturday
June 29
9:00-2:00
".'o Earl) Sales
816 River Road
(off S. 4` next to
Illalock Coleman)
%omens
and
Infant
clothes, some furniture

and odds-n -ends Horne
Intcnor

MOVING
SALE
Sat., June 29th
8-4 p.m.
121 N. Turn
right on 564
at Gobo Sign.
Freezer, antique
table, porch furniture, TV, lamps,
plants and lots of
odds and ends.

30 ACRES of tillable land
on Penny-Airport Road
Good road frontage
753-4439 after 6pm

A 26 Fox

37 ACRES Hwy 1836
North Bottom ground and
woods Power and well
$19,900 365-0145 after
6pm

Meadows
Saturday
June 29
800 a.m.-?

APPROXIMATELY 67,
acres near Aurora 5 miles
from Kentucky Lake
437-4813

Cancel if Rains
Some of
Everything!

BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753 1651
or 489-2266

Service Technician
Toyota of Murray, Inc. is now accepting
aggressive applicants to fill a Service
Technician position. Experience necessary. We offer an excellent benefit package and a stable future with a fast growing
company. All serious applicants should
apply in person to Russell Maness Toyota
of Murray 515 S. 12th St. Murray, Ky.
Monday thru Friday. No phone calls
please.

SWEET corn Illini Extra
Sweet $1 50/dozen
435-4178
410

Public
Sale

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
June 28 & 29
8 til ?
104 N. 18th St.
tent,
Furniture,
raft, pre-historic
artifacts, clothing,

household and miscellaneous items.

COUNTRY ESTATE
Located near town, this homeplace with barn, outbuildings and lovely wooded building site on 29 acres offers a
unique buying opportunity for'125,000. Home could be
purchased with less acreage. MLSS3299

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222
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2BR duplex 3 miles east of
town No pets $215/mo
753 8848 before 8pm

1 USED Whirlpool window
A/C 18000 BTU $250 1
used frigidaire window A/C
060
22000 BTU $250 Both exHelp
cellent condition 5 used
Wanted
ranges
gas
ATTENTION Excellent in $75-$125/each See at
come for home assembly Starks Bros. Mobile Homes
work. Info. 504-646-1700. in Benton Ask for Sherd'.
Dept. P2021.
160
AVON needs you. Looking
Home
for summer dollars? Are you
Furnishings
Vin
friendly, motivated and outMobtle
going? Call for free color BABY bed, dresser and
Horne. For Rent
after
753-6694
shelves
analysis. 753-0171.
6pm
2BR 753-9866
AVON representatives
GIRLS canopy bedroom 2BR trailers Appliances,
needed. Up to 50% comsuite, full size bed. Sim- water, and trash pick-up
mission. $8 & $15 kits. Demons beauty rest mattress furnished Coleman RE
layed billing Door to door
and box springs Chest and 753-9898
unnecessary Insurance
night stand. Canopy cover
available Assist Mgr.
MOBILE home for rent on
and matching spread
1-800-866-2243
private lot South 641
$250. 437-4838
492-8714
BOOTH rental available in
KING-Size waterbed
downtown beauty salon.
Bookcase headboard w/ RENT or rent to own. 2br
753-7503 or 492-8299 for
mirrors $150 Sheets in- mobile home in Pirates
interview.
Cove Recreation Dev near
cluded 753-3742
Aurora. KY. Recreational
HELP Wanted contempo
MOVING sale . Maytag facilities available to renfashion jewelry home
washer and dryer, ters or owners For informashows Career or part-time.
$150/set. 3 section book- tion call. 753-2613
Excellent summer income
shelf uri't, $30/each,
for teachers Dream job for
$75/set. Coffee table $40. SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
homemakers Call Cathy
Magnavox console televi- electric or gas Walking dis(502) 527-3893
sion, 5100. Riverside tance to college 753-5209
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- couch and matching chair,
265
INGS. NEED a job? A dusty blue, 5 years old, very
1Lobile
GED? Hope for the future? good condition. $200/set
Home Lots For Rent
You may qualify if. You do 753-7628.
not have your GED or high
MOBILE Home Village
school diploma, 'You are
210
Water and trash pick-up
between the ages of 16 &
furnished. $70/mo Cole21 We are an E 0.E. This
Firewood
man RE 753-9898
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private A FIREWOOD for sale
WANTED' Retired couple
Industry Council- J T.P A 437-4667
with travel trailer to share
Call J.T P A Out Of School
571 acres. V. mile N Hazel
220
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
on 641. Owner at white
8a m.-11.30a m
block house
Muskal
PART-Time janitor. Retired
300
TEAC stereo cassette
753-8084
person
Business
deck Settings for normal,
10am-3pm
Rents!.
high bias, and metal tapes
WORK at home Answer Dolby noise reduction 2
phone Make $250+ Call microphone jacks, 'ear- 4 CAR shop with office Call
753-4509.
Joan (904)-693-9909
phone jack $50 759-4676
1800 Sq. Ft.
040
Warehouse
240
Situation
Storage or workshop with
Wonted
loading dot k &
Miscellaneous
icily. Call
HOUSECLEANING, etc
Allison Photography
AGREE Carports 12x2
753-7910 after 6pm
753-8809
Reg $1295 on sale to
WILL do house cleaning
on
$1795
reg
20x21
$995
3111
Call after 7pm 753-1016 sale for $1295 Call MayWant
WILL stay with sick or el- field 247-7831
To Rent
referGood
shift
derly any
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
ences and experience is expandingl We now offer 3BR House for new MSU
Consider live-in. 753-4590 stamps and stamp supplies professor 762-6572 or
for information
along with silver dollars, 753-3425
proof sets, U.S arid foreign WOULD like to rent small
140
coins and coin supplies farmhouse in Murray area
Business
Coins and stamps are great before August 1, w/place to
Opportunity
hobbies, they also make keep horses 762-6158
gifts and invest- leave message
RESTAURANT & del wonderful
us today at the
Visit
ments
equipment, new and used
Ox-Yoke Antique Store
Out of business Thou120
(Hazel), Treasure House
sands of items, also frost
Apartments
(Murray),
Rack
Book
and
top salad bar Paris, TN
For Rent
and
the Mercantile (Aurora)
901-644-1115
the Book Shelf (Paris) We 1BEDRM, low utilities rebuy coins and stamps and ference & deposit required,
appraise estates. no pets $175/mo
Ward
502-753-4161.
753-3949
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections. Call 753-9433
after 5pm
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CLASSIFIEDS

Ic
530

530
1b0

Homes
For Sala
COMMERCIAL budding 1
bedroom home 17 acres
and barn All offered at only
$29 9001 Check out the
posse:1660es, Kopperud Re
ally 753 1222 MLS*
2605
KOPPERUD REALTY of
tees a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide setection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll tree
I 800-251 -HOME Est
711L

2BDRM home Nicely de
corated neatly land
scaped central H'A (gas)
detached garage 8 out
building Great access to
Murray or Benton $35 000
437-4883
2BR brick near MSU Gar
age attached Also second
garage and workshop
Small down-payment easy
financing Immediate pos
session 753-3690

Classifie
LARGE lot in Baywood
Vista Will sell on land con
tract 753-9532
WOODED lots in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision 33 miles west of Murray Hard surfaced roads
city water natural gas, ca
biev ision reasonably restricted to; oottage only
753-5841 or 753-1566

Lot For Sale
65 Acre.110 frontage
121 S 4 Miles
3,000 per day traffic
count
Not Restncted03 850

3BR bock 5
east 1360q
acre wooded
and septic
436-2742

miles south11 1 bath 1
lot new well
Mid $40 s

3BR bock. 14 bath tire
place West of Gatesboro
$65 000 Also 3 city lots
$ 1 0 500
$9 500
7r3OO

Plainview
bath brick in nice 4BR VI level on
3BR,
3 bathroom large
location Central gas heat Drive
living room large family
air Nicely landscaped
large country
Great room Owner wants room
formal dining
otter Only $69.950 Pro kitchen
room 2 car attached gar
tessional Real Estate
in back
759-1591 or 753-7955 age 3 car garage
On oversized lot with ma
nights
tune trees 753-0724
3BR 2 bath w new central
A quality log
gas heat and central COME SEE
log
Appalachin
by
home
garage
electric air Extra
Structures! Model no under
workshop Located on
280 East
acres in nice quiet part of construction on Ilwy
in(or
county Offered at $46 250 (Pottertown Road) For
MLSs 2671 Kopperud Re mental call 753-6807
3BR 2 bath or 121 N 2 car
garage Central KA (gas)
Chain link fence 28x12
outbuilding Landscaping
priced in the 70s 489 286'
after 6pm

ISO

Farms
For Sam
PARIS TN 86 acres timber pasture creek House
$45 000
burned
901-644-1115
0.•

2BR homeplace in country
Safe for children and pets
Home has gas heat de
Latched garage/workshop
Small barn Ett tenang aU
around $23,500 Kopperud Realty 753 1222
MLS8 3289

airy 753-1222

753 1250
436,4

Boats
& Motors

Services
Offered

Serviced
Offered

Services
Offered

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evin
rude OB in excellent conch
Don $1000 Call James at
435-4425
1984 BASS boat 50HP
Mercury wlrailer
435-4329 after 5pm

CHIM Cala Chimney
Sweeps hes 10% senior Citizen discounts We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

Farley's Market
& Resturant

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and see
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754

NEED your lawn mowed
trash hauled off, tree cut
and removed, or ditch
blanks cleared Call
753-4120 Has references

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear ofts
and re roofs Written guar
antee Local references
753-5812

PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

DIAL Builders New home
construction remodeling
home addition pole barns
No lob too small 436 5272

PAINTING, remodeling,
deck and landscape construction Free estimate
436-2744

Auto
Pans

3BR 2 bath home backed
up to the Oaks Golf Course
Central gas heat-air Large
garage Wooded lot Price
reduced to sell Owner
wants otter Protessiona
Real Estate 759-1591 or
753-7955 nights

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753-3293
FOR Sale by owner House
on shaded 3 acres located
5 miles southwest of city
limas House has large
family room with lovely
staircase and trench doors
going into dining room 2
bedrooms downstairs 2
bedrooms upstairs Bath
and utility room 753-0904

WORLD OF SOUND
Your 81 Car Audio
Professionals Now
Otters Sales, Service & Installation
On All Brands

30 yrs. Experience
All IR3Ory S1•1•09

Repaired

1987 HYDROSTREAM
20ft, cuddy cabin 200HP
Evinrude outboard $8800
436-2593

222 S. 12` 753-5865
.191

Wed
Cos
1972 CHEVROLET 2-door,
hard top New steel betted
radial Ores, brakes gas
shocks carburetor and og
nition system Interior very
good $1200 10th and
Olive 753-0196
1975 DELTA Olds convertible Good condition $2000
759-4945
1977 GRAND Prix LJ Red
and white, high miles Runs
and looks great $950
435-4351
1977 TRANS AM with 400
engine Real good condition $1250 474 8064
1978 MONTE Carlo Black
wired interior Very dean
305 automatic Rally
wheels rased white letters Runs/looks great
Rust free Sell or trade
753-8165 after 6pm
1980 BUICK Century
$600 753-0778
1980 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille blue 1 owner,
86,000 actual miles,
loaded 753-9240
1983 MERCURY Marcps,
loaded 50,000 actual
miles 753 9801

1988 RUN—ABOUT, 19tt
Used very little loaded 165
1/0 Will sell for payoff
753-3682

1989 WINNER Intrigue
130 inboard/outboard 17
walk-through windshield
LICENSED for electric
trailer $9 000 OBO
Installa492-8617 or (901) gas refrigeration
tion and repair Free esti644-0256
mates 753-7203
31FT Burnscratt Fibergsales at Sears
FENCE
lass houseboat Fully self
contained w'head, sepa- now Call Sears 753 2310
rate shower, new 30 gallon for tree estimate for your
hot water tank new AC/DC needs
refrigerator overhead air, 2 GENERAL Repair plumbfuel tanks (90 gal) Honda ing. roofing, tree work
generator New depth fin- 436-2642
der Marine radio Newly
GUTTERING By Sears
redecorated sleeps six
Price reduced to $15,000 Sears residential and com
Must see 753-8500 week- mercial continuous gutters
days, 436 5371 nights and installed for your speafica
Dons Call Sears 75-3-2310
weekends
tor free estimate
34F T Seagoing houseG W CONSTRUCTION
boat Good condition
$10,500 Call Bob Wynn at Gerald Walters rooting,
painting, vinyl siding, all
753-4333 or 753 2975
kinds of remodeling Phone
75HP EVINRUDE out- 489-2267
board motor Excellent
Condition $700 Call HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paintJames at 435-4425
ing. wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No fob too
small 436-2052

if!.

)1
()40
s

art

Kopperud Realty

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?

WILL mow yards Also light
hauling 753 7953
WOOD S Heating and A/C
We clean and repair window and central air conditioners 759 1979 or
753-0530

Weekend Special
BBO Ribs &
Catfish
Buy 1 lull order get
2" for half price
Fri. & Sat.
after 4 p.m.
Sunday
12-4 p.m.
3 Miles West of Hazel
Statellne Rd (Hwy 893)

Crossland, KY
492-8248

YARD landscaping, bushhogging, and grader work
Free estimates 436-5430

in
01

Free
Column

hi

FREE to nice home in
country Blue healer and 5
puppies 753-0125

er

MIXED lab pups Have first
shots 753-3387

at
as

Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

ru
ch

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255, 437-3034

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by 8 see our showroom
Bnitaai

409 SUNBURY MURRAY (110•hwd Bunny
753-5940

PROFESSIONAL Painters,
Inc Total home improvement Interior/exterior, &
landscaping Free estimates 753-3315 anytime
QUALITY selling and alterations Reasonable price
For more information call
753-5980 or 753-5467

pl

560

PAINTING interior and exterior Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 759 4555

sv
di,
ra
Pe
vi
tOi

INW, Smith
Masonry

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates. Call
474-2307

A1A Landscaping and HANDYMAN will do plumbgrounds keeping Mowing, ing electric and carpentry
1984 OLDS Delta 88 Roy- trimming, tree removal,
Reasonable rates
ale Brm New carburetor, hauling, mulching Major or
753-9838
new tires AM/FM cassette minor cleanups 492-8254
HAULING, yard work, tree
WI, cruise PI Must sell
T ENTERPRISE Ex- removal. mowing Free es$2650 759-4512 before AlA
backhoe
timates 759 1683
5pm 492-8375 after cavating dozing.
service, hauling, levees
5 30pm Ask for John
ponds, roads driveways, HOUSE painting work
CUTLASS parking lots, septic tanks, done Good prices, Can't
1 98 5
HE WINNER
52,000 foundations, basements, be beat Call 762-2349
IDEAL location near Mur- Brougham loaded
room, 11/2 bath family home with
:f y
miles Sharp 753-2529
topsoil, dirt, gravel, land- leave message for David
brick
bath
2
High
3br
ray
Convenient location 550s
a large lot
etc 753-0577
scaping
newly
A
H
Central
home
HUDSON Company Land1985 OLDS Callas Suredecorated and ready to preme Loaded, good con- Al TREE Service Stump scaping For free estimates
move in Mid 70's For addi- dition 80xxx miles
removal and spraying Free cal 759-1823 753-4545 Of
753-1222
tional information call .i35.4-394
711 %lain St.
estimates 753-0906 after 753-6773
753-5644
5pm, 759-9816,753-0495 INSULATION Blown In By
1 987 COUGAR LS CasNEW 3br. 2 bath home
•;ette, tilt, pm, pis, rem ALPHA Builders Carpen- Sears TVA approved
Low Prices'
Double car garage, front Reduced to sell $5950 try, remodeling porches
Save on those high heating
Satisfied Customers'
porch, custom oak cabinets
Must sell Fast 753-6022 roofing, concrete, drive- and cooling bills Call Sears
We've been in the same Location 26 years
refull lighted ceding Oual
753-2310 for free estimate
1987 PONTIAC Trans An, ways, painting, mainteUsing the same name since 1946
ity throughout Near oaks
estimates
Free
etc
nance,
Blue/silver 46x x x miles
KITCHEN CABINET RE
Selling the same brand homes since 1968
country club $82,000
305 TPI. new tires auto 489-2303
MODELING with wood
When you think housing. think quality, think
Warkentn - Penner Homes
value think dependable service
ANTENNA repair and in- grain formica, all colors
759-4422 435-4013 or cruise $9500 neg
753-7925 leave message stallation Replace or install Free estimates Wultf's Re345-2462
THINK"
covery. Murray 436-5560
1988 BUICK LeSabre channel master antennas
NEW 3br, 2 bath house with
rotors and amplifiers Ran- A LICENSED electrical
Loaded
miles
42,000
large
'walk out basement
$7500 OBO Must sell dell Beasley Buchanan contractor JAMES C GAL
living room with fireplace
Tn 901-642-4077
Mobile Hc.rnc crc
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com753-1078
•dining room, •eat in
Hwy 79 E • Paris TN
mercial and residential, fast
building,
ANY
remodeling
and
deck
'private
kitchen
901-642-6331
1991 CELICA GT 5,000
and efficient ser
courteous
es
Free
roofing
&
3903
painting
753
car
garage
'two
611:74.331
1 900
miles Take over payments
vice 759-1835
timates References
be753-8500
44/mo
$279
OWNER Must sell Make
435-4632
MITCHELL Paving Seal
offer 9 acres convenient to fore 5pm 436-5371 after
6pm
APPLIANCE REPAIRS coating and hauling Over
Murray-Benton the lakes
trained by 3 major 30yrs experience Free es
3br, 2bath eat in kitchen
ALPINE AM/FM Com- Factory
Most parts timates 753-1537 or
manufacturers
family
with appliances
pact Disc in-dash $399.99.
room dining room -living Sunset Boulevard Music. in stock, on my truck All 753-1221
parts warranted
room extra large attached
MOBILE home parts and
15yr. Anniversary Spe- work and
We represent several top rated companies
Ask for Andy at The Ap- service Complete parts ca
garage Private fenced inBoulevard
Sunset
cial
ben
rates,
possible
the
best
to give you
753-2455
ground pool patio Detalog Best price;, quality
Music. Dixieland Shop- pliance Works,
efits, and service.
tached garage/shop Pasresult Hwy 641 Hazel KY
ping Center, Chestnut St. APPLIANCE SERVICE
ture Well maintained
753-0113.
Kenmore, Westinghouse, 492-8488
MAJOR MEDICAL
Price lust reduced by
Whirlpool 30. years ex4 companies
:NSURANCE
$5,000 Kopperud Realty CAR Stereo Installation perience Bobby Hopper. MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
_7 companies
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
753-1222
•
work guaranteed
Murray's Alpine Car 436-5848
Music
NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies
SMALL frame house, outAudio Specialist, Dixieland AZ services Roofing, 753-5668
building In Dexter $6000
3 companies
CANCER INSURANCE
Center, 1 block from MSU fencing, panting plumbMOWING In town only
437-4412
dorms.
ing, electrical, hauling, tree Good cut trim all objects &
3
companies
'ACCIDENT INSURANCE
work, landscaping All ar
THIS country charmer, tea
-195
perimeters power blow all
5 companies
LIFE INSURANCE
ound handy-man Free es
tunes a new game room and
walks etc 753-0611 be
436-2868
timates
4 companies
•
t1NNUI11ES
Vans
a second dath tor your tam
fore 8pm
ily s pleasure Located in,
ROY
Please call us the next time you need any of
1985 VW Vanagon GL, BACKHOE Service
the SW school district
HILL Junior Than, opera
High miles
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
Weekender
central
bedrooms.
Three
to; 30 years experience
753-4573
already have their insurance with us and
air and 177 acres Pncedin $3500
Septic system, dove-ways.
business.
their
appreciate
we
the $601 Kopperud Re1986 9 PASSENGER Ford hauling, foundations etc
alty, 753 1222 . MLSit Van High milage but gOcict 759-4664
2890
condition and gibed buy at,
BLOCK, brick, concrete fin759-1602
$350000
lake
Ky
T
WATERFRON
753-4199
ishing Basements foot
500
subdivision 4br, ? bath.
Hopkinsville Federal Say.. Bldg.
ings garages drives
iv/covered dock 354-6006
Used
7th at Main. Murray. Ky
walks 30yrs experience
Trucks
13yrs 10 Murray area
"Our 29th year of'service"
Barnett
170
1962 CHEVROLET short 753-5476 Charles
wheel base pick-up (1
BLUEGRASS Lawn SerMotorcycles
5'x8 2-wheel trailer
vice Mowing,-mulct) land759-1777 after 5pm
hauling Free esti
scaping,
SALES CAREER
SPECIAL
1978 750
WOMAN OR MAN
1977 CHEVROLET pick- mates 753 1221
Yarnaha. full tarring, trunk
and bags 23.800 actual up 436-2415 after 6pm
WESTERN KENTUCKY AREA
BOGARD Paving Paving
miles 492-8425
Unlimited Income!! Our successful full year people
1977 CHEVY LiN pick-up and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrS 1988 SUZUKI Intruder
753-5577
earned an average of $37,895 last year.,The top 25%
experience Free ese-/
750cc 753-2568 after 5pm
of our full year people averaged S84,139.
1983 DODGE Rain B-150 mates 436-5501 or
If you are a hard worker with a successful work or
1988 YAMAHA Blaster Ex- Van Slant 6 engine Good 437-4391
self-employment history, we will invest our time and
condition 753-7046
cellent condition $1200
BOOKKEEPING service
489-2239 altar 5pm
money to train you to earn an unlimited income. Do
1986 DODGE Ram 50 Air. offered 759 9655 ask for
you have the qualifications? , •
1990 FLHTC Harley David- 5-speed. 72xxx 753 3387 Margie
We have a high percentage of highly paid female
son touring bike Black lots after 5pm
BUILDER, residential,
of chrome new tares Still
sales-people and would like yOu to pin our team.
1987 NISSAN pick-up
commercial. carpentry.
warranty 753-7046
under
• Established Territory
5-speed 4-cylinder, 31xxx Tripp Williams 7530563.'
1991 SUZUKI RM250
miles $5,000 753-3197
* Limited Travel
BULLDOZING and back$2500 492-854.8
• Management Opportunities
1988 TOYOTA Pick-up
hoe 354-8161 after 501
Sharing
Profit
* Excellent Benefits &
51-4P Go Cart In good con- 4-speed Bed COVEN Extra Financing available
• We Train You In The Field
nice' $5000 753-0789
dition 759-1893
BUSH hogging. Grader
• Non-Technical Chemical Specialties To Industszn
blade work 753-8590
Accounts
Institutional
and
Boats
rial
Auto
I Motors
CARPENTRY, speaalizing
* High Commission & Repeat Sales To PrOtected
Servkes
in desks, fences and ar
Accounts
1985 CREST 40f1 pontoon
NEW and used tires Key houseboat, sleeps 6. bore Also *dawns arid out
• Achievement Bonuses & Fabulous Trips
buildings Commercial or
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
generator, gas furnace, gas residential work Fast qual
Up to $400.00 weekly salary plus $15000 monthly
753-5500
cook stove. A/C, gas/ ity service References
training and automobile allowances plus bonuses
electric, refrigerator (2) 34 available 759 1424 after
during training period. Late model car requried.
.1••5
gallon gas tanks 100hp 5pm
Auto
Send resiune to:
Johnson Commercial
Pam
Good Condition Fully CARPET and vinyl repairs
DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL CORPORATIOs
Proles
P.O. BOX 30310
FOREIGN truck part Toy- equiped. 1 owner boat and installation
Blabber
Glen
Bay
service
tonal
Cypress
at
Docked
ota Nissan Luv, Mazda
MEMPHIS, Tioi 30130
759-1247, leave message
753-2085 or 753-8662
474 0116
HOME ei Rental Income
3br bath, LR Dining
Room kitchen hobby
room Plus 12x60 mobile
home now renting Extra
income Only $49,975 Call
today Professional Real
Estate 759-1591 or
753-7955 nights

01
fi

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763, 759-1823

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742
STALLONS Roofing, Siding and Painting Free estimates 474-8064 after
6pm
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nue 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical - Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm
TOTAL lawn service. Free
estimate 436-2744.
TREE & Bush removal. Intown only Free estimates,
quality work, good prices
753-0611 before 8pm
TREE removal Free estimates 436-2528
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri., 753-0530
WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 753-7953
WILLIAM Concrete Service Free estimated, low
prices Call 354-9397
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No Job to large or to small
474-2300

••
SERVICE
RAND? NEALE BANN
Septic Tanks
Sewers •
Hauling • Footing
24 Hr. Emergency Service

^

489-2470
Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steelellibritten, Inc.

McConnell Insurance Agency

el,64cr

'ME

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
'111*

Miirray
classified department
Ledger & Times
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Today is Friday, June 28, the 179th day of 1991. There are 186 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Five hundred years ago, on June 28, 1491, England's King Henry VIII
was born at Greenwich. During a nearly 38-year reign, Henry presided
over the establishment of the Church of England, fought several wars with
France and married six times. He died in 1547.
On this date:
In 1778, Mary Ludwig Hays gained the name "Molly Pitcher" and a
place in U.S. history by aiding American forces at the Revolutionary War
Battle of Monmouth in New Jersey.
In 1836, the fourth president of the United States, James Madison, died
in Montpelier, Va.
In 1838, Britain's Queen Victoria was crowned in Westminster Abbey.
In 1894, Labor Day was established as a holiday for federal employees
on the first Monday of September.
In 1914, Austrian Archduke Francis Ferdinand and his wife, Sofia,
were assassinated in present-day Sarajevo, Yugoslavia, by a Serbian revolutionary — the event that triggered World War I.
In 1919, the Treaty of Versailles was signed in France, officially
ending World War I.
In 1919, Harry S. Truman married Elizabeth Virginia Wallace in Independence, Mo.
In 1928, New York Gov. Alfred E. Smith was nominated for president
at the Democratic National Convention in Houston.
In 1939, Pan American Airways began regular trans-Atlantic air service
as the "Dixie Clipper" left Port Washington, N.Y., for Portugal.
In 1950, North Korean forces captured Seoul, South Korea.
Ten years ago: A bomb exploded at the Tehran headquarters of Iran's
ruling Islamic Republican Party, killing dozens of people, including Iran's
chief judge.
Five years ago: President Reagan used his weekly radio address to blast
sweeping trade legislation passed by the House, saying it would "jeopardize our hard-won economic prosperity."
One year ago: Wildfires crackled across Southern California after
ravaging 350 homes in the Santa Barbara area. Jurors in the drug and
perjury trial of Washington D.C. Mayor Marion S. Barry Jr. viewed a
videotape showing Barry smoking crack cocaine during an FBI hotelroom sting operation.
Today's Birthdays: Comedian7movie director Mel Brooks is 65. Actress
Danielle Brisebois is 22.
Thought for Today: "Cromwell, I charge thee, fling away ambition:/
By that sin fell the angels." — From "Henry VIII," by William Shakespeare (1564-1616).

Ten years ago
Murray City Council will lease
three acres of city property on U.S.
Highway 641 North to MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce and Murray Tourism
Commission for construction of a
chamber tourism facility.
Pvt. Kevin M. Hutson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Hutson, has
completed basic training at Fort
McClellan, Ala.
Paul Mansfield, Arvin Crafton,
Richard Jones, Alvis Jones, David
Walker and Gene Cohoon were
installed as officers of Murray
Lions Club at a meeting held at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Eric Easley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sid Easley, is pictured with Murray
State University Head Basketball
Coach Ron Greene with his award
won at Murray State Basketball
Camp.

Twenty years ago
Airman Barry L. Corbin, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Corbin, is
serving with 437th Military Airlift
Wing at Charleston Air Force Base,
S.C.
Starkie Colson, Cofield Vance,
Wayne Williams, John Emerson,
Hayden Rickman, Relmon Wilson
and Brent Manning are new officers of Murray Civitan Club.
The graduating class of 1951 of
Murray Training School held its
20-year reunion on June 19 at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Tucker. Dr. Charles Waldrop is
president.
Mr. and Mrs. L.E. McSwain
were honored on 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception on
June 20 at Holiday Inn, Murray.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Utley, June
23.

Thirty years ago
Jerald Scates, Sherman
Edmonds, Shelton Joiner, Ha Douglas, Norman Klapp, Dr. Harry U.
Whayne, Thomas Bell and Aubrey
Mart were elected as officers of
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons at meeting at Murray
Masonic Lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. L.C. Strow and
daughter, Nancy, of Ottawa, Ill.,
were recent guests of her sister,
Mrs. Robert L. Smith and Mr.
Smith of Murray. Their father,
Marvin Holland of Rt. 4, Benton,
also visited in the home.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Lash and
children, Susan and Mark, of Columbusa, Ohio, are the guests of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Lash and Mrs. O.B. Geurin.
Carol Jean Humphreys and Airman Second Class Ray Sims were
married June 8 at Lynn Grove
Methodist Church.

DEAR ABBY: I've been reading
your column since I was a pre-teen
girl. I'm 21 and a college senior now.
In my freshman year, I met a super
guy,"Ray." We hit it offimmediately
and have been bestfriendsever since.
Abby, Ray was my first love. There
was a strong physical attraction between us )we even discussed it, but
we didn't act on it for fear ofjeopardizing our precious friendship.
Since we met four years ago, I've
dated others,lived with someone else,
and now Ray has a girlfriend. She is
his first serious relationship. Now I
am wondering if I should let him
know that lam still in love with him,

We still are very close friends, and I
honestly believe that we could make
it as a couple.
I don't expect him to drop his
girlfriend for me. However, I cannot
spend the rest of my life wondering
what might have been had I been
willing to risk telling him my feelings.
What do you say, Abby?
"WHAT IF" IN SACRAMENTO

break and put your"true confessions" on hold until you know
where Ray's present relationship
is going. Should it not endure,
and he is free to consider another
love relationship, unleash your
"confession." But not until.

Forty years ago
Charles Tolley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, is stationd
with the United States Navy at
Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Thurman
and son, Charles, and Dortha
Bushart have returned from
Detroit, Mich., where they attended
the funeral of their nephew and
cousin, Charles Outland, who was
killed in action in Korea last year.
Elected as officers of East Hazel
Homemakers Club at a meeting
held at the home of Mrs. Edd Alton
were Mrs. Robert Craig,
Mrs.
Marion Wilson and Mrs. Hertle
Craig.
Miss Carolyn Vaughn and Walter Stine Isenhower were married
June 23 at First Methodist Church.
Mrs. Richard Graves of Lexington is guest of her parents, Dr. and
Mrs. C.S. Lowry.

DEAR ABBY: I am stumped as tc
what to do about something that
happened at work. As a junior exDEAR WHAT IF:Now that Ray ecutive in a large firm, I submitted
is involved in his first serious an idea to a vice president. He reacted
relationship,were you to tell him with very little enthusiasm, so I asthat you are still in love with him, sumed he didn't think much of my
it would cause him no end of suggestion.
consternation.Please,give him a
About a week later,he showed my

idea to the president of the company
as though he had originated it. The
president thought it was brilliant.
I was furious when I heard what
had happened and I wanted to tell
my friend a thing or two. However. I
took a co-worker's advicetojust keep
quiet, as any further action on my
part could be harmful to my career.
I am still very resentful, seeing
his career flourish and not my own:
Any advice?
HAD IT WITH OFFICE POLITICS
DEAR HAD IT: I think you
used good judgment in taking
your co-worker's advice. Let it
go — and learn from the experience.And the next time you get,a
"brilliant" idea, submit it to the
president yourself.

DEAR ABBY; My husband and I
just returned from,the beach — our
first outing this season. It was a
beautiful sunny day in Santa Monicr4,
and the beaches were swarming with
men,women and children.I had seen
some ads of the new skimpy bikini
bathing suits for women, but this is
the first time I had seen them,worn
by real people.
Abby,from behind,some ofthose
women appeared to be naked — with
just a wee little string back there,
barely-visible, attached -to a small
patch offabric in thifront,no bigger
than a Band-Aid. •
I am 'pot some crotchety old
woman;I'm 35 yearsold, but I must
admit,seeing so much fles,h exposed,
I didn't know whether to laugh or
cry.(My husband laughed.)
EUGENIA

I FOUND ELECTRA saris& /N
rtl SUITCASE. SHE LuANTS
TO COME ON tri VACATION.
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WASN'T THAT SWEET?
WASN'T THAT PRECI0US?
7
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ISN'T SHE THE MOST WONDERFUL THING YOU'VE EVER
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dance
47 Mine
entrance
49 Abstract
being
51 Present
54 Bespatter
56 Deity
58 Pedal digit
59 Surrounds;
guards
62 Speck
64 Sun god
65 Chicago's st
66 Farm
structure
68 River islands
70 Baker's
product
71 British
streetcar
72 Plaything

1 Cover
4 Masculine
8 Not a Dem.
11 Skeleton part
12 Son of Adam
13 New Deal
agcy.
14 Paid notice
15 Manner
17 Excuses
19 Song
21 Haul
23 Cry
24 Changes
color of
26 Legal matter
28 Bird's home
31 Child's game
33 Hoover —
35 Tier
36 Therefore
38 Oars
41 — and fro
42 Shade tree
44 Hawaiian
wreath
45 Type of

I COMP BE WEARING WEIRD
6140E5 AND NOT KNOW IT

1

2

4

19

20

6

5

16

23

25

33

32

37

42

26

38
43

Nil

47

34
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59
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48

45
49

61

10

30

UI
41

UI

52

51

90
56

55

60

53

U
58

57
62

II
64

63
U

65
70

35

39UUU
44

54

29

28

U

I DON'T KNOW W1-41CH
ANNOYS ME THE MOST..
YOU AND THAT STUPID
BLANKET...

UI

11

66

67

71

111

DIAL-A-WORD'

68

69

UI

III

finial
Dance step
Hairless
Near
Electrified
particle
20 Still
22 Marriage
25 Weaken
27 Gal of song
29 Drunkard
30 Couple
32 Female
collog
34 Encountered
36 Ocean
37 Ancient
39 Sandra -40 Droop
43 Center
46 Fruit seed
48 Label
50 Wicked
Biblical city
52 "North —
10
11
16
18

UI

12Ill
17
18

WI
31

9

8

7

21

24

36

4 City official
5 Hebrew
month
6 Meadow
7 Cloth
measures
8 Thief
9 Slender

13

11Ull
15

RI gi

1 At present
2 Running
3 Church
bench

3

14

EBO SPREE
TOW
TROLL
T AA
ODE
UllOOM CODE
ERN
GUEST
Pt
SEDATE
SAP
BS
KEEPSAKES
OCS
MAPS
SINS
BLUEBERRY
NEE
SPREAD
TD
KEA
PLATS
MD
MARS
LaER
HIP
PEARL
ODA
ARO
MESSY
MET
OP

gstand
lioa
icn
nse
O
Dysoh
Oo
55
3 Ch
57 Fulfill
59 Joint
60 — Wallach
61 Title of
respect
63 Make lace
67 "— Law
69 Maiden loved
by Zeus

1-900-454-3531
'Extension 4$702
.•,„•
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DEAR DR. GOTT: During a preemployment examination and blood
testing, my daughter,, found she had
blood in her urine. A course of antibiotics was unsuccessful in clearing the
problem. and she underwent X-rays
that proved negative. Her doctor
doesn't seem to want to proceed further, and we are concerned.
DEAR READER: I believe your
daughter's doctor should proceed further, and here's why. Bleeding into the
urine is ALWAYS abnormal. This can
result from many causes, inchiding
infection, kidney stones, tumors and
other sources of irritation within the
urinary tract, including the kidneys,
the bladder, the prostate gland, and
the urethra (tube leading from the
bladder). True, in most healthy people. the source of the urinary bleeding
is not serious: an infection, for example, that is easy to treat with
antibiotics.
However, the bleeding may have a
serious cause, such as a growth or
blood-clotting deficiency, that should
be investigated and treated. This usually requires kidney X-rays and a test
called cystoscopy, during which a
urologist passes a lighted tube into the
bladder and examines the lower urinary tract.
Evidently your daughter received
unneeded antibiotics (for a presumed
infection). Also, she probably had an
IVP (intravenous pyelogram, a set of
kidney X-rays). In my view, her testing is incomplete. She needs a cystoscopy and blood tests to detect a clotting deficiency.
She should ask her doctor for a referral to a urologist. After appropriate investigation, the specialist may
discover the cause of the urinary
bleeding and suggest treatment. Your
concern is well-founded and should be
shared with the doctor.
DEAR OR, GOTT: During a recent
pacemaker insertion, my doctor stated he treated me for postural hypotension. What is it?
DEAR READER: Postural (bodyposition-related) hypotension (low
blood pressure) means that during the
pacemaker insertion, you had a temporary but significant fall in blood
pressure. This may have been caused
by the medication you received preoperatively(sedation and an anesthetic)or by slowing of the pulse while the
pacemaker was being positioned.
This is a common event during such
a procedure. and your doctor apparently handled it appropriately. Usually, the treatment for this condition involves repositioning the patient and
using drugs to speed up the heart rate,
if necessary You needn't worry at
this point because the pacemaker is
implanted and functioning, and you
had no ill effects.
Almost any surgical procedure. no
matter 1116 minor, can cause .blood
pressure changes in (susceptible individuals). This comes with the territory,and surgeons are prepared to treat
it promptly when it occurs.
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Leading indicators rose .8 percent in May

r

WASHINGTON (AP) — The government's chief economic forecasting
gauge rose 0.8 percent in May, its fourth straight advance, the Commerce
Department said today in a report suggesting continued growth in the
months ahead.
The department said the advance in its Index of Leading Economic
Indicators was broad-based, with eight of the II forward-looking categories posting gains. The index is designed to forecast economic activity six
to nine months in advance.
The index had risen 0.4 percent in April, 0.9 percent in March and 1.1
percent in February, when it ended a string of six losses stretching back to
July. It was unchaged in July.
Earlier estimates had the index advancing 0.6 percent in April, 0.7 percent in March and 1.2 percent in February.
The report came a day after Michael Boskin, chairman of the White
House Council of Economic Advisers, proclaimed the recession was over.
"Unless something that we haven't forecast happens, it does look like
the recession — on a national basis — has ended, he told reporters at
the White House. The recession began last July.
Most economists agree the economy resumed growing during the current quarter, but some fear it could turn down again after several months
expansion.
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He said four of the previous eight post-World War II recessions experienced this so-called "double dip.'
Boskin refused to rule out a double dip, although he told reporters, "I
think that it is unlikely."
The biggest sources of strength among the leading indicators were a
drop in weekly unemployment claims and a jump in building permits. a
barometer of future activity.
Other positive contributors were an increase in both factory orders for
consumer goods and orders for new plants and equipment, a longer workweek, an increase in prices for raw materials which rise with demand,
slower delivery times indicating a pickup in orders and a growing money
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expectations, fewer unfilled factory orders and a drop in stock prices.
The various changes left the index at 143.1 percent of its 1982 base of
100 in May.
In proclaiming an end to the recession, Boskin and other economists
cited a series of recent reports as providing what the White House adviser
said was "evidence that things which had been declining have now
started back up again."
Boskin spoke shortly after the Commerce Department released statistics
showing consumer spending — two-thirds of the nation's economic activity — had jumped 1.1 percent in May.
Other indicators pointing to economic improvements included employment and income growth, rising home sales, increases in industrial production and strong exports.
But Sohn saw possible hurdles to recovery — too much private and
corporate debt, cautious lenders and borrowers alike, rising tax burdens
and high long-term interest rates.
He said the real estate sector will not lead the economy out of the
recession as many expect.
While home-buying has improved, it will not be robust, Sohn said. He
also sees sluggishness remaining in the overbuilt commercial real estate
areas.
And, Sohn added, "auto sales are going nowhere."
Michael P. Niemira, an economist with Mitsubishi Bank in New York,
believes the chances of a double dip are small. But he, too, is keeping a
close eye on the automobile industry.
"Eighty percent of the decline in the GNP (gross national product) has
been caused by the automotive sector," he said, noting most automakers
plan increased production in the third quarter.
But he added, "if sales slip, it would cause a downward revision in
production plans and ultimately weaken the economy later in the year."
Michael K. Evans, who heads a Washington economic forecasting firm,
also said "the recovery won't die out" although he believes "the economy certainly will sputter" in the months ahead.
"It doesn't mean recession is returning every time one of the latest
statistics is negative, and doesn't mean a boom is about to begin whenever one is unexpectedly strong," he added. "It will be a long drawn-out
ride — all in second gear."

Police shooting sparks violence
his trigger "did not act wrong," he
said.
"Several witnesses said they
saw the guy walking toward the
officers with the weapon and that's
when the officer confronted him
and then fired two shots," said
police spokesman George Law.
However,, Cher Sanders, a
woman who lives near the shooting
scene, said she saw the suspect
throw down his gun and put up his
hands before he was shot.
Police said the shooting victim,
whom they would not identify, was
in satisfactory condition at Jackson
Memorial Hospital.
A police van was vandalized and
the windows of a police storefront
in Liberty City were broken, but
police said looting attempts in the
area were generally unsuccessful.
Between 350 to 400 officers
were working the area perimeter,
including officers from neighboring

Miami Beach, the countywide
Metro-Dade Police and the Florida
Highway Patrol.
Miami Mayor Xavier Suarez
went to Overtown later Thursday in
an effort to calm community fears
that the shooting may have been
unwarranted.
"People can rest assured that
there was absolutely no deadly
force directed at any citizens," he
said. "It was routine police action
against the criminal element::
Lozano, 32, was convicted of
two counts of manslaughter for fatally shooting an unarmed black
motorcyclist in Overtown, sending
the vehicle crashing into a car and
killing the motorcycle's passenger.
The Jan. 16, 1989, shooting
sparked three days of racial violence. One man was killed, 11 were
injured, 372 arrested, 13 buildings
were burned and many others
damaged.
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